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Abstract 

Experimental modal testing using an impact hammer is a commonly used method for obtaining 

the modal parameters of any structure for which the vibrational behavior is of interest. Natural 

frequencies and associated mode shapes of the structure can be extracted directly from measured FRFs 

(Frequency Response Functions) through various curve fitting procedures. This thesis provides an 

overview of the modal testing conducted on various scaled aerospace components. These components are 

part of a half-scale model rear twin-engine mounted aircraft fuselage tail section which is being 

constructed in order to provide relevant vibrational and dynamic trends to a leading Canadian aerospace 

manufacturer. The experimental modal results were used to validate the associated computational modal 

data. It is this initial validation step which forms the foundation of the research project presented herein 

and which will allow for future modal testing work to be conducted on the half-scale assembly once 

completed. Testing set-up, experimental equipment and the methodology employed are all described in 

detail.  Furthermore, a series of validity checks were done by ensuring that the experimental results satisfy 

the requirements inherent to linear modal analysis including repeatability, reciprocity and linearity. This 

provided confidence in the employed testing procedure. Recorded natural frequencies (eigenvalues), 

mode shapes (eigenvectors), coherence plots and other important experimental data are presented along 

with notable trends. Finally, key literature has been referenced where appropriate and important concepts 

to modal analysis are expanded upon. This thesis, then, demonstrates that experimental modal analysis 

can be successfully implemented into a testing methodology that helps establish vibrational trends and, 

thus, better understand and help resolve vibro-acoustic issues on aircraft. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Noise is an engineering issue that must be taken into consideration in the design of 

commercial and luxury business aircraft. Research in the field of aircraft acoustics can be divided 

into interior cabin and exterior community noise, with the former being of interest herein. The 

two principle sources of interior noise within an aircraft in flight are the Turbulent Boundary 

Layer (TBL) acting on the outside of the fuselage and the engine, along with the associated 

propeller or fan blades (Wilby 1996) . Engine noise can transmit into the interior cabin either via 

airborne or structure-borne paths. The former is a common issue amongst aircraft with wing 

mounted propulsion while the latter is of particular relevance in rear engine mounted aircraft 

(Wilby 1996). The primary causes of structure-borne noise have been previously examined by 

Mixson and Wilby under a NASA Technical Report examining the aeroacoustics of aircraft 

(Mixson and Wilby 1991). They include vibration that originates from mechanical imbalances 

present in the engine that travel through the engine mount fixtures into the fuselage and 

aerodynamic excitation caused by engine air exhaust that strikes wing and tail leading edges that 

protrude into the exhaust flow. Similar to the engine vibration, this excitation is easily transmitted 

through the inner structure of the wing or tail towards the fuselage. The final result is an excited 

fuselage structure that radiates noise into the cabin often at specific frequencies that correspond to 

different rotating components in the engine.  In order to improve the vibro-acoustic conditions 

within the interior cabin, changes can be implemented at one or more of the three stages outlined 

by Mixson and Wilby that formulate structure borne noise; the excitation source, the vibration 

transmission path and the acoustic emission.   
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A useful tool that can be used to better understand the propagation of vibration within an 

aircraft fuselage, and thus help reduce interior cabin noise is Experimental Modal Analysis 

(EMA). EMA is a methodology often employed in conjunction with computational analysis and 

serves to validate modal models that can predict the dynamic and consequently vibro-acoustic 

behavior of a given structure. The application of EMA on a particular aircraft fuselage structure 

and components is the focus of the research presented in this thesis. 

1.2 Research Motivation 

The primary research motivation is to increase the overall cabin comfort for passengers in 

the aircraft. This is of special importance in luxury business aircraft which are designed around 

the concept of offering the passengers a unique and highly enjoyable flying experience centered 

on comfort. The connection between aircraft interior cabin noise and passenger comfort has been 

previously examined by Pennig et al. amongst other works found in the literature (Pennig, Quehl 

and Vinzent 2012). These researchers noted that the overall cabin Sound Pressure Level (SPL) 

can have a noteworthy negative effect on passenger comfort levels along with the type of 

frequency content, particularly discrete frequencies that can contribute to a feeling of annoyance. 

As one would expect, associated vibration that can be felt by passengers and cabin crew is also an 

area of concern with respect to comfort. With increased competition in the air travel industry, air 

carriers desire having a product that will give them an edge over the competition and this comes 

in the form of superior passenger experience along with other economic and performance factors. 

In summary, there is a strong motive for aircraft manufacturers to invest in improving passenger 

comfort in the form of better understanding and reduction of interior cabin noise and vibration.   

1.3 Research Scope 

The research presented herein has been done in collaboration with a major Canadian 

manufacturer of commercial and business luxury aircraft. Particular interest was expressed by this 

company to better understand the vibrational properties of a typical rear twin-engine mounted 
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fuselage tail section that can be found on business jets. This interest remains under the company’s 

broader strategy of interior cabin noise reduction. This research project therefore includes the 

design and manufacture of a half-scale model twin engine aircraft rear fuselage section. The 

design of the structure is loosely based on the tail section of one of the company’s mid-range 

business aircraft. The scope of the research presented herein includes EMA studies on individual 

components of this test structure. Furthermore, the experimental results from these studies will 

provide a source of validation for the computational modal analysis work conducted by Braden 

Warwick who is examining the computational aspects of this project. Comparison of 

experimental results with the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) based computational modal results 

is also included for each of the analyzed components. Design variations on a given component 

such as the bulkhead and the resulting changes in vibrational properties are also examined. In 

summary, this research provides the foundation on which future modal analysis experimentation 

may be made on the entire rear fuselage structure once fully constructed.  

As previously mentioned, the manner in which structural borne vibration will travel 

through the airframe and result in acoustic noise in the aircraft cabin will depend on the modal 

behavior of the structure. Justification for focusing the EMA studies on the rear fuselage tail 

section, where the pressure bulkhead is located, instead of other sections such as the mid-cabin, 

may be found in the following excerpt from Aircraft Interior Noise by Wilby (Wilby 1996). 

“When turbofan engines are mounted on the rear of the fuselage, they are closely coupled to the 

fuselage structure without the benefit of the isolation provided by a massive wing structure 

containing fuel. The engine mounts are located close to the rear pressure bulkhead, so that there 

is a ready vibration transmission path into the regions of the fuselage structure that radiate 

sound directly into the passenger cabin." 

 

This also provides the motivation of conducting design changes on the bulkhead component in 

particular.  
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1.4 Outline of Thesis Content  

This thesis has been divided into six distinct chapters in order to provide the reader with 

thorough insight into the research conducted herein along with all noteworthy findings. The 

following Chapter 2 showcases a literature review of similar work that has been done in the field 

of modal analysis in the context of understanding vibro-acoustic structural behavior within 

aerospace applications. General research work conducted on the topic of interior aircraft cabin 

noise reduction and particularly structural borne noise is also mentioned. This chapter will also 

contain a brief review of modal analysis theory. Chapter 3 discusses the design and 

manufacturing portion of the research work. This includes details of the construction of the 

different half scale rear fuselage section components along with design work of the rear section 

assembly and finally a review of future construction ambitions. Chapter 4 discusses the 

experimental set-up and methodology employed. Equipment used, test set-up and measurement 

procedures along with signal and post-processing steps are reviewed. This provides the 

background information of the experimental work conducted and will be followed by a 

presentation of the EMA results in Chapter 5. The results are accompanied by a discussion of 

notable trends and observations made. Conclusions and summary remarks of the work presented 

herein are showcased in Chapter 6 along with future research work and next steps. The 

computational modal analysis was carried out by Queen’s University’s Braden Warwick and has 

been cited accordingly. Figures, extra research details and additional sets of data in the form of 

graphs and/or numerical results that were not deemed suitable to be placed in the main text are 

presented in the Appendices at the end of this thesis. 

In summary then, the objective of this thesis is to demonstrate that experimental modal 

analysis can be successfully implemented into a testing methodology that, in turn, can help 

establish vibrational trends of interest to the partnering company in solving vibro-acoustic issues 

on their aircraft. This thesis project sought to verify computational modal analysis results by 
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comparing them with experimentally obtained modal results. This research focuses on five 

individual components outlined in Chapter 3 `that form part of the half scale model rear fuselage 

section. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Research Literature Overview 

Numerous examples may be found in the literature where experimental modal testing was 

employed to better understand the dynamic behavior of either an aerospace component, 

substructure or complete fuselage. In fact, a large scale form of modal testing known as Ground 

Vibration Testing or GVT is implemented on all new in-development aircraft as part of the 

certification process. Modal parameter results are often linked with results obtained from 

computational models serving as a point of validation for the models. Modal analysis can also be 

conducted alongside interior cabin noise measurements to better establish the vibration and 

acoustic correlation resulting from the test structure behavior.  The following subsection presents 

a review of examples found in the literature where modal analysis was employed in an effort to 

better understand structure-borne noise and the dynamic behavior of aerospace fuselage 

components.  

Experimental modal testing in the form that is widely used today originated in the 1960s 

(Brown and Allemang January 2007 ). Although dynamic behavioral studies of structures 

predates this time, it was not until this moment that the required modal and signal processing 

theory and measurement equipment were sufficiently mature and readily available to allow for 

the widespread application of modal testing. NASA has long employed modal analysis as one of 

the steps used in conducting structural and acoustic coupled tests on aircraft. An early example of 

this type of work was a report produced by Unruh et al. in 1979 investigating structure-borne 

noise in small general aviation aircraft due to engine excitation (Unruh, Scheidt and Pomerening 

1979). The purpose of this study was to establish the relevance of structure borne noise from the 

engine in overall interior cabin noise and to develop a method for accurately modelling and 
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predicting this noise. Methods for noise mitigation were also of interest. Testing was done on a 

common single propeller twin blade Cessna aircraft with various modifications including the 

removal of the wing and tail sections. Furthermore, testing was done with and without the cabin 

interior installed and with and without the engine assembly attached. The computational model 

was validated through EMA testing of the fuselage structure. Operating engine tests that included 

interior noise, fuselage and engine acceleration and engine force measurements were also 

conducted offering further points of comparison with computational results.   

Acoustic modes were also measured using both an electromagnetic shaker and a speaker 

excitation source along with microphones. Structural modal testing was done using a shaker along 

with two accelerometers that were roved around the structure. Sweep signals were input into the 

shaker in order to cover a dynamic range of frequencies and pick out acoustic and structural 

resonances. Measurements also included transfer functions between the shaker input and the 

structural vibrational and acoustic responses in the interior cabin. Numerous important 

conclusions were drawn from the research presented. It was established that structure borne noise 

due to engine excitation is a major contributor to interior cabin noise in single engine general 

aviation airplanes. Another key finding was that the structural behavior of the aircraft at the 

propeller tone frequency plays an important role in the level of measured vibration and interior 

noise. This is even more notable at higher engine RPMs and subsequently higher propeller tones. 

The excitation of acoustic modes at these particular tones will further worsen the interior noise. 

This will also depend on the strength of coupling occurring between the structural and acoustic 

behavior of the fuselage which according to Unruh et al. comes in the form of wall flexibility. 

The interior noise spectral content was found to be focused at discrete frequency values at the 

harmonics of half the engine RPM. With regards to noise mitigation, it was found that the cabin 

interior lining material offers some acoustic energy reduction albeit this is more noteworthy in the 
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higher frequency range. Finally, modelling of structure-borne noise was found to be limited by 

the fact that a high modal density was present in the fuselage.  

In 1986, NASA extended structure borne noise testing to twin engine aircraft in their 

technical memorandum entitled  Structureborne Noise in Aircraft-Modal Tests (Clevenson and 

Metcalf 1986). The goal of this research study was to develop an experimental methodology that 

would improve the measurement of structural-borne noise, as it is often difficult to isolate the 

contribution of this form of acoustic energy from airborne path sources. One of the steps in this 

development was modal testing of a twin engine military turbo-prop aircraft in order to determine 

the optimal locations to place excitation shakers and vibration response sensors on the fuselage. 

This would then be followed by transfer function measurements relating the structural vibration 

and interior acoustic responses due to either a force excitation input or the operating turbo-prop 

engines.  

Modal testing was done on the aircraft fuselage and sections of the wing with a full fuel 

load followed by the full wing section only with low fuel and finally impact hammer testing was 

done on a fuselage side panel. It would be later noted in the study that the fuel in the wing did 

have viscous damping effects on some of the wing mode shapes.  All modal parameters including 

natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping values were extracted from curve-fitting 

techniques applied to the measured Frequency Response Function (FRF) curves. A time domain 

based polyreference curve-fitting method was used to extract natural frequencies and modal 

damping values. Modes at resonant peaks that were close to either the engine rotational, blade 

bypass or subsequent bypass harmonic frequencies were of most interest. The three conducted 

modal scans on the different aircraft sections were also done to determine the location of any 

modal nodes where there would be no vibrational response for a given mode shape of a resonant 

peak. Node locations of wing modes were examined as the vibro-acoustic transfer functions 
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would be measured between the wing section and interior cabin. In the end, four appropriate 

locations for vibration measurements were established along the wing.  

 Modal testing of aerospace components has also been used as a means to push the 

capability of this type of test methodology by improving the accuracy and consistency of 

experimental results. An example of this is the work done by Luczak et al. who explored ways to 

quantify variability in extracted modal parameters (Luczak, Vecchio, Mucchi, & Pierro, 2008). 

While the authors identified numerous variability factors including manufacturing discrepancies, 

testing environment and boundary condition changes, their research focused on changes in the 

excitation and response measurement tools used and how this could impact the modal results. The 

test piece in question was a composite fuselage side panel segment. Response measurements were 

recorded using piezo-electric accelerometers, a Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) and 

microflown probes. The first method is considered contact and includes the implication of 

potential sensor and cabling mass effects while the other two methods are non-contact. The 

structure was excited using 1 or 2 electromagnetic shakers along with either a harmonic or 

random signal input.  Different combinations of excitation and response set-ups were explored 

including using both the accelerometers and the SLDV simultaneously to record vibration data. 

The accelerometers were used to measure both skin and frame displacements in the three 

principal X, Y, Z directions while the stand alone SLDV and microflown probes were limited to 

measuring skin motion in the X direction.  

Discrepancies in natural frequency and damping ratio values were noted between the 

different measurement methodologies. The accelerometers indeed had a mass loading effect on 

the test piece resulting in a shift down of natural frequencies and an increase in damping ratio 

values compared to the non-contact measured results for higher frequency modes.  There were 

also discrepancies between damping ratios and mode shapes found using the SLDV and the 

microflown probes. These differences became greater as the frequency range increased. The 
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authors identified how the increase of local modes along with structural displacement changes at 

higher frequencies can cause these differences. Aside from greater discrepancies between 

measured modal parameters, the observed FRFs also became noisier along with an increase in 

modal density at higher frequencies.  

In the literature, modal testing has not only been limited to completed full size fuselage 

structures. The application of scale mock-ups that serve as structural dynamic test platforms is 

also common. Sherbrooke University constructed and conducted modal testing on a one-third 

scale mock-up of a fuselage mid-section structure as part of structure-borne noise investigations 

(Nadeau, Champoux, Guerin, & Charron, 1995). The structure resembled closely to what is 

typically found in pressurized regional commercial jets. Similar to the rear fuselage section 

presented in this thesis, the mock up structure used in the Sherbrooke University study was based 

off a rear engine mounted jet aircraft and involved the scaling down and simplification of aircraft 

components to facilitate construction. The structure also included a bulkhead piece and since this 

part has been deemed to provide an efficient path of transmission for structural borne vibration 

and noise radiation into the cabin, it was one of the areas of focus for modal testing. This was 

accompanied by tests of the flooring and the cylindrical skin shell as well. All sections were 

excited using electromagnetic shakers with either a pseudo random or a burst random input 

signal. Bulkhead vibration was measured using a SLDV while the other components were 

instrumented with accelerometers. Natural frequencies and damping values were presented for 

each of the three components. Modal results showed that the structure subparts were highly 

coupled with one another. A high level of coupling was present between the bulkhead and the 

fuselage shell while the flooring showed certain coupled modes with the shell depending on the 

direction of vibration. These experimental results were used to validate an FEA based modal 

model. This was followed by further vibro-acoustic tests with different modifications to the 

fuselage structure involving damping and noise absorbing materials.  
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Another example of the use of structural mock-ups for aerospace modal testing is the 

research conducted under NASA using what is known as the Aluminum Testbed Cylinder 

(Buehrle, et al. 2001). Similar to the structure used by Sherbrooke University, this cylinder 

simulated the middle section of a commercial jet and was composed of a series of longitudinal 

stringers, frames and skin. This structure did differ in that either end was enclosed by a plate and 

semi-spherical composite dome allowing for the pressurization of the cylinder to typical cruising 

altitudes. This permitted the study of fuselage vibro-acoustic behavior under conditions that more 

suitably matched in flight cruise conditions. This structure was subject to a variety of modal tests 

used to collect data in order to validate the suitability of FEA analysis for modal modelling in the 

mid frequency range.  

The discrepancies between experimental and computational results depended on the type 

of FEA elements used in modelling. In these tests, individual components such as the stringer and 

former piece were tested using impact excitation and results correlated with the computational 

model prior to moving to the full cylinder structure. This was followed by incremental testing of 

the full structure where shaker excitation was applied before installation of the skin and plates.  

Increase in complexity due to coupling and numerous joint interaction affects along with greater 

modal density at higher frequency ranges can make computational validation of large structures 

difficult. NASA’s strategy of incremental modal testing starting with simple components that can 

more easily be modelled and validated formed the basis of the testing scheme used in the research 

presented in this thesis. A photo of NASA’s Aluminum Testbed Cylinder is shown below.  
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Figure 2-1 The Aluminum Testbed Cylinder mock-up structure used by NASA for vibro-

acoustic fuselage testing (Grosveld 2006). 

 

In summary, the previous work conducted by Sherbrooke University along with NASA 

serve as excellent points of reference for the research presented herein. Their research proved that 

valuable trends of structural dynamic behavior can still be achieved using cost-effective and 

convenient scale mock-ups. Findings from what can be considered as somewhat generic fuselage 

sections can still effectively be applied to full size aircraft.  

More recent examples of experimental modal analysis being applied on advanced 

aerospace structures can be found in the literature. There is a keen interest by both military and 

commercial industry partners to further develop the field of hypersonic flight as higher strength, 

more resistant materials and engine capabilities improve. Hypersonic aircraft along with 

spacecraft designs are at the forefront of aerospace technology. The Air Force Research 

Laboratory along with industry partners in the United States have conducted research in the field 

of hypersonic aircraft structures. This research includes the testing of a fuselage panel designed 
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for hypersonic flight applications in order to ensure it can withstand the harsh operating 

conditions associated with this flight envelope. The investigation included subjecting the panel to 

a combined load resulting from thermal, acoustic and mechanical sources. One of the required 

tests and subject of a recently published conference paper is the modal testing of this fuselage 

panel (Wyen, Schoettelkotte, Perez, & Eason, 2017). A variety of testing set-ups were 

implemented including MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output) excitation and response measurements 

along with hammer impact testing with a comparison of results. Modal parameters were measured 

at different stages prior to loading the panel. Experimental modal analysis is still an integral part 

of dynamics testing on even the most cutting edge of structures. 

The development of improved modal analysis parameter extraction methods and tools has 

also been ongoing in recent research. Work conducted by Vayssettes and Mercère involved the 

development of an improved identification algorithm used to extract flutter modes from aircraft 

aero elasticity modal testing (Vayssettes and Mercère 2015 ). This algorithm is unique in that it 

can be used with short pulse multi input excitation, which is more cost and time effective 

compared to traditional frequency sweep based modal excitation methods, while maintaining a 

high level of accuracy even under high noise testing conditions. The algorithm has already been 

tested using an aircraft flutter model and the results in terms of modal parameter extraction 

accuracy have been promising. According to the authors, for four modes in particular, the 

correlation between the identified and real modes along with the accuracy of natural frequency 

and damping value estimates were improved by more than ten percent through using this 

algorithm (Vayssettes and Mercère 2015 ). This came as a result despite the high levels of noise 

installed into the model. Flutter modal testing is implemented in all new aircraft certification 

programs and therefore developments of algorithms such as this can be applied widely throughout 

industry. 
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Finally, although it is beyond the scope of testing presented in this thesis, non-linear 

modal analysis of aircraft has also been a topic of recent research and is therefore worth 

mentioning.  Numerous non-linearities can arise in aircraft modal testing due to the bolt and rivet 

connections between the fuselage, wings, fuel tanks, tail surfaces and other components. An 

example of work done to better understand non-linear behavior in aero structures has been 

presented by Kerschen et al (Kerschen, et al. 2013). In their research, non-linearities present in a 

small jet trainer aircraft, particularly between the wingtip and fuel tank connections, were 

characterized and implemented into a computational FEA model. Frequency and mode shapes 

data was collected. MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion) correlation checks were conducted on the 

mode shape data for the nonlinear modes at different input excitation energy levels. Certain 

modes were affected by the introduced non-linear behavior while others were not. Minor changes 

in natural frequency parameters were noted while the mode shapes were not altered significantly. 

The non-linear effects were more noteworthy for mode shapes that included deflections in the 

local region of the wing-fuel tank connection. In summary, this work provides reference 

information for test engineers who wish to better characterize non-linear behavior and understand 

its impact on the accuracy of results when conducting modal testing of large scale aero structures. 

With the continued interest to push the boundaries of dynamics testing for rigorous aerospace 

applications, improvements in the incorporation of non-linear behavior into experimental and 

computational modal testing will continue to be of relevance in future research. More of the latest 

research in this field can be found in the conference proceedings from the ongoing annual IMAC-

International Modal Analysis Conference organized by the Society of Experimental Mechanics 

amongst other sources.  
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2.2 Experimental Modal Analysis Theory 

The following section showcases a review of key concepts of modal analysis theory. It 

serves as  the basic theoretical background  for the presentation of the experimental results. More 

detailed information including an expansion on presented concepts may be found in the sources 

referenced herein.  

Prior to proceeding any further, it is worthwhile to reiterate the concept of modal analysis 

with a definition. The process of experimental modal analysis can be defined as the procedure of 

obtaining the dynamic properties of a system, also known as the modal parameters, with the goal 

of better understanding the system vibrational behavior response under a given set of excitation 

conditions.  These modal parameters include the natural frequencies (eigenvalues), mode shapes 

(eigenvectors) and damping values (Avitabile 2017 ). These parameters are intertwined in that 

there is a specific natural frequency, associating eigenvector and damping value that characterizes 

each given mode deflection pattern. Figure 2-2 below illustrates this concept showing the first 

series of flexural modes expected from a simple plate. Furthermore, vibration analysis of simple 

Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) and Multi Degree Of Freedom (MDOF) systems provides 

mathematical insight into these important modal characteristics. Note that the following equations 

have been sourced from the Modal Testing Theory, Practise and Application textbook written by 

Ewins unless otherwise stated (Ewins 2000).  
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Figure 2-2 Illustration of the distinct flexural modes present at each of the resonance peaks 

of an FRF. Response time domain sample is shown below the FRF (P. Avitabile, 

Experimental Modal Analysis A Simple Non-Mathematical Presentation January 2001). 

 

To begin, SDOF vibration may be modelled by the following second order linear 

differential Equation of Motion (EOM): 

mẍ + cẋ + kx = f(t)     (2.1) 

where m is mass, c is viscous damping and k is stiffness and f(t) is an applied harmonic force. 

Assuming undamped free vibration, equation 2.1 becomes the following: 

    mẍ + kx = 0      (2.2) 

Assuming the harmonic solution of the form x(t) = Xeiωt and substituting this into equation 2.2 

gives: 

-mω2 + k = 0 

Re-arranging such that, 

      ωr = √
k

m
      (2.3) 

FRF Curve 
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This equation is the fundamental definition for natural frequency ωr for mode r and illustrates 

how this value will change for a given modification in stiffness or mass properties. This equation 

for example explains the shift upwards in modal natural frequencies that was observed when the 

stiffness in boundary conditions for one of the test components was increased. This will be 

discussed further in Chapter 5.  

 Equation 2.2 can be adapted to the forced vibration case by placing a harmonic force 

excitation of the form f(t) = Feiωt on the right hand side of the equation. Substituting once again 

the harmonic solution x(t) = Xeiωt, Equation 2.2 becomes: 

(-mω2 + k)Xeiωt =  Feiωt 

giving the fundamental form of the FRF as a ratio of output response X over input force F: 

H(ω) =
X

F
= 

1

k−m𝜔2       (2.4) 

In the case of viscous damping, there is an additional complex term in the denominator and 

equation 2.4 becomes: 

H(ω) =  
1

k−mω2+i(ωc)
       (2.5) 

where ω is the frequency of vibration. 

When the response measurement is displacement, the response over force FRF ratio is 

known as receptance. For velocity and acceleration, the FRF terms are mobility and 

accelerance/inertance respectively. Since accelerometers were used for the response 

measurements of the data presented herein, it is therefore implied that all presented FRF data are 

of the accelerance/inertance form. In the case of SLDV measurements, velocity is usually 

recorded resulting in mobility FRFs unless a derivation or integration step is performed on the 

data by the analyzer. Furthermore, there are different ways to represent FRF plots which are 

useful for emphasizing the various modal parameters. It is important to note that regardless of the 

format, all the plots contain the same information.  
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 Figure 2.3 below shows a damped SDOF resonance FRF peak under magnitude mobility 

format using dB scaling on the Y axis. Figure 2.4 illustrates another SDOF peak yet using an 

acceleration response based FRF plotted on a linear magnitude scale with the associated phase 

diagram. This combination of plots is known as a Bode diagram.  Note the phase change which 

occurs at resonance.   

 

Figure 2-3 Mobility based SDOF FRF plot with damping and dB scale magnitude on the Y 

axis and frequency on the X axis (Ewins 2000). 

 

Damping 
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Figure 2-4  Inertance based SDOF FRF plot on a linear magnitude scale with the 

corresponding Phase diagram (Ewins 2000). 

Further forms of the FRF include the Real part versus frequency and the Imaginary part 

versus frequency. Since resonance peaks are more easily distinguishable in the Imaginary versus 

frequency domain compared to magnitude plots, this format was often used for data curve-fitting 

during modal parameter extraction. More details regarding this stage of analysis will be discussed 

in Chapter 4. Finally, the Real versus Imaginary FRF data may be plotted in what is referred to as 

a Nyquist plot. Since the resonance natural frequency value and levels of damping are not 

apparent under this format, this type of plot was only used for reference and not for presentation 

or curve-fitting of modal data.  

 The principles of SDOF vibration behaviour can easily be expanded for the MDOF case. 

Although in practise, testing is typically done on a continuous system, lumped parameter MDOF 

systems are a suitable analytical model and form the basis of modal analysis theory. 

Transforming equation 2.1 for the MDOF case and assuming undamped conditions we have: 

[M]{ẍ(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {f(t)}               (2.6) 
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with the same variables as before except with the matrix [ ] and vector { } notation. Each of the 

mass [M] and stiffness [K] matrices are N x N dimensions along with N x 1 {f(t)} and 

{x(t)} column vectors. N refers to the number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF) in the system.  

Once again for the free vibration cases and substituting in the harmonic solution for {x(t)} 

equation 2.6 becomes: 

[[K] − ω2[M]]{X}eiωt = {0}            (2.7) 

For the non-trivial solution, 

det|[[K] − ω2[M]]| = 0  →  ωr
2 →  {ψ}r for mode r 

Solving for the non-trivial solution by calculating the determinant gives the characteristic 

equation. The roots of this polynomial expression are the system natural frequencies squared. By 

solving ωr
2 for a given mode r and substituting this value back into equation 2.7, the mode shape 

{ψ}r can be determined. This procedure is referred to in the literature as solving the eigenvalue 

problem. Eigenvalues are unique yet eigenvectors can be scaled as desired resulting in changes in 

amplitude while the deflection pattern itself remains the same. Together the eigenvalue [ωr
2] and 

mode shape eigenvector [ψ] matrices form the eigensolution. 

[ωr
2] = [

ω1
2 0 0

0 ⋱ 0
0 0 ωr

2
]

(N x N)

                (2.8) 

[ψ] =

[
 
 
 
{

ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψN

}

1

{

ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψN

}

2

{

ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψN

}

3

{

ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψN

}

r=N]
 
 
 
   (2.9) 

 Another important concept of linear modal analysis is the Modal Expansion Theorem. 

This theorem states that the overall vibrational response of a system {x} can be represented as a 

linear combination of all the individual modes or linearly independent eigenvectors that are 

excited (Green, 2017). If for example there are five masses within an MDOF lumped parameter 

system, there will be five mode shape vectors within the eigenvector matrix and any possible 
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system response, no matter how complex, can be represented by a linear combination of the five 

modes. All of this comes as a result of the mathematical condition of orthogonality which applies 

to the eigenvectors. The following equation (Green, 2017), illustrates this concept:  

{x} = ∑ {ψ}rpr(t) =N
r=1 {ψ}1p1(t)+{ψ}2p2(t)+…+{ψ}NpN(t)         (2.10) 

where pr is known as the modal amplitude for mode r. This term also forms the modal or 

generalized coordinates.   

In more general terms, the transformation from physical coordinates to modal coordinates is 

expressed by the following equations:  

{x} = [ψ]{p}            (2.11)      

{ẋ} = [ψ]{ṗ}            (2.12) 

{ẍ} = [ψ]{p}̈             (2.13) 

 

It should be noted that the contribution that each mode has towards the overall system 

response will not be the same. If the system is excited by a harmonic excitation at a frequency 

that is close to or equal to the natural frequency of a particular mode, then the overall response 

will be dominated by that particular mode shape, albeit there will still be only small modal 

contributions from the other modes. Furthermore, if the point where the excitation is being 

applied happens to be at a node of a particular mode, then that mode will have no contribution to 

the overall response. The following Figure 2-5 depicts the concept of linear combination of 

modes. In this case the excitation frequency is almost equidistant between the blue mode peak 

and the red mode peak resulting in a response deflection that is a combination of both the blue 

bending mode and the red torsional mode.  
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Figure 2-5 Illustration of the modal response due to a linear combination of a bending mode 

(blue) and torsional mode (red) resulting from harmonic excitation located roughly between 

the two resonance peaks (P. Avitabile, Experimental Modal Analysis A Simple Non-

Mathematical Presentation January 2001). 

 

In the case where the input excitation is not known and only the dynamic response is 

measured, as what is often done for vibration monitoring in industrial applications, the response 

resulting from the linear combination of modes is called an Operational Deflection Shape or 

ODS. In a similar fashion, during modal testing, what the observer visually sees in the dynamic 

response of the structure after excitation is technically the ODS and it is not until data post 

processing that individual mode shapes can be characterized.    

 It is often convenient from an analytical standpoint to have an uncoupled system with the 

mass, damping and stiffness matrices as diagonal matrices. A way to accomplish this 

mathematically is to transfer from physical space to modal space through the properties of 

orthogonality (Ewins 2000).  

These properties include the following:   

[ψ]T[M][ψ] = [mr]D      (2.14)      

[ψ]T[K][ψ] = [kr]D = [mrωr
2]D              (2.15) 
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where [ ]T denotes the transpose of the matrix, [mr] is the modal mass matrix , [kr] is the modal 

stiffness matrix and subscript D denotes the diagonal property.  A similar transformation may be 

made for the damping matrix if there is proportional damping, i.e the damping matrix is 

proportional to either the mass or stiffness matrix or both.      

[ψ]T[C][ψ] = β[kr]D = [Cr]D            (2.16) 

β is the proportionality constant.  

Equations 2.14 and 2.15 can also be used on a per eigenvector basis as part of an orthogonality 

check to verify if two mode shape eigenvectors are identical or not. This is as follows: 

{ψ}i
T[M]{ψ}j = 0     (for mode i ≠ mode j) 

                        = mi   (for mode i = mode j) 

{ψ}i
T[K]{ψ}j = 0     (for mode i ≠ mode j) 

                      = ki   (for mode i = mode j) 

It is now worth re-writing the EOM in the modal space. Substituting in equations 2.11 and 2.13 

into equation 2.6 and pre-multiplying the left and right hand side with [ψ]T gives: 

[ψ]T[M][ψ]{p}̈ + [ψ]T[K][ψ]{p} = [ψ]T{f(t)}           (2.17)      

Now substituting equations 2.14 and 2.15 giving: 

 

[mr]D{p}̈ + [kr]D{p} = [ψ]T{f(t)}             (2.18)      

The right hand side is defined as the modal force.  

As previously mentioned, the eigenvectors can be scaled, a common form being Unit Modal Mass 

or UMM. For a given eigenvector matrix, this is as follows: 

[Ф] = [ψ][mr
−1/2]                (2.19) 

where [Ф] is a set of UMM or mass-normalized eigenvectors. 

The properties of orthogonality can therefore be re-written in terms of mass-normalized 

eigenvectors. 
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[Ф]T[M][Ф] = [I]               (2.20) 

[Ф]T[K][Ф] = [ωr
2]D       (2.21) 

Where [I] is the identity matrix.       

Expanding on the concept of the FRF, there are other generalized expressions for H(ω) 

that further illustrate the relationship between the FRF transfer function and the modal 

parameters. The following equation 2.22 according to Ewins is the fundamental expression of 

modal analysis as it “shows a direct connection between the modal properties of a system and its 

response characteristic” along with “it suggests that there may be a means of determining modal 

properties from FRFs which are amenable to direct measurement”  (Ewins 2000). Experimental 

modal analysis is based on this concept of extracting modal information from direct measurement 

data in the form of FRF curves. Equation 2.22 is as follows for a given DOF response output and 

excitation force input coordinate j and k respectively: 

Hjk(ω) =
Xj 

Fk
= ∑

Arjk

λr
2−ω2

N
r=1          (2.22) 

where Arjk is the residue for mode r, λr
2
in the generalized case is the eigenvalue for mode r 

which includes both the natural frequency and damping factor (also referred to as pole). In the 

undamped case, equation 2.22 becomes: 

Hjk(ω) = ∑
Arjk

ωr
2−ω2

N
r=1       (2.23) 

The residue is a direct indication of the magnitude of a resonance peak for a given mode. It can be 

defined by the following equations. 

For a given element j and element k from the eigenvector [ψr] corresponding to the DOF 

coordinates j and k: 

Arjk = qr(ψjr)(ψkr)     (2.24) 

where qr is a modal scaling factor for mode r. In the case of elements from the mass-normalized 

or UMM scaled eigenvector, the residue equation is: 
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Arjk = (Фjr)(Фkr)                (2.25) 

In more generalized terms, the residue may also be expressed as a function of the entire 

eigenvector for a given mode r as follows (Vibrant Technology 2015): 

Ar = qr{ψr}{ψr}
T               (2.26)      

Substituting each of the equations 2.24 and 2.25 into equation 2.23 gives the following 

expressions for H(ω): 

Hjk(ω) = ∑
(ψjr)(ψkr)

mr(ωr
2−ω2)

N
r=1         (2.27) 

where 1/mr is the modal scaling factor or for UMM scaled eigenvectors: 

Hjk(ω) = ∑
(Фjr)(Фkr)

(ωr
2−ω2)

N
r=1        (2.28) 

These equations bring an important implication to understanding modal analysis. By looking at 

equation 2.24 for example, it is evident that the residue and subsequently the magnitude of the 

FRF for a given mode depends directly on the eigenvector value at each of the input force 

excitation and output response DOF coordinates. It is for this reason that while the eigenvalues 

(damping and natural frequency) are global properties that in theory should be the same for a 

particular mode, the residues will vary depending on the input and output DOF pair. In fact, by 

overlaying a series of FRF curves measured at different input-output DOF pairs, it can be easily 

seen that while the modal peaks align in natural frequency, the magnitudes of the peaks can vary 

considerably.  If either the input or output DOF location is near a node of the mode r, then either 

of the eigenvector elements (ψjr) or  (ψkr) will be a small and the residue Arjk will be small 

resulting in a lower magnitude peak for that mode. The opposite will occur if one of the DOFs is 

near an anti-node or a modally active region for mode r (P. Avitabile January/February 2015). If 

the input and/or output DOF happens to be right at a node of mode r, then one of these elements 

will be zero and no peak for this mode will appear in the FRF since Arjk will now be zero. Any 

FRF content present at the natural frequency of mode r is primarily from the off resonance 
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contributions of nearby modes (Ewins 2000).  The residues also provide information on the shape 

of a particular FRF curve for a series of modes. According to Ewins, if the signs of the residues of 

two successive modes are the same, e.g. both positive, an anti-resonance drop will be present in 

between the two modes. In the case that the signs of the residues are opposing, there will rather be 

a minima in between the two resonance peaks. The sign of each residue will depend on the phase 

relationship between the eigenvector elements (ψjr) and  (ψkr). In the case of the driving point 

measurement, the input force excitation and output response coordinates are at the same DOF 

location, i.e. j=k, and therefore the eigenvector elements for each of the residues are in phase with 

each other and all the residues for all the modes will be of the same sign. It is for this reason that 

a driving point measurement will always be an FRF curve that has anti-resonances located after 

each resonance. Checking that the modal behavior of a given structure adheres to this rule is one 

method for verifying that the structure is behaving linearly and that the experimental set-up and 

procedure has been implemented correctly. In the case of transfer measurements, where the input 

and output coordinates are located at different DOF points, it is more likely that the phase 

relationship between these two points will change to out of phase. Furthermore, this likelihood 

will increase as the input and output DOFs are moved further away from each other and the mode 

shapes become more complex. The result being the more frequent appearance of minima between 

peaks in the FRF curves (Ewins 2000).    

Finally, it is important to introduce the concept of the FRF matrix as this also has 

implications for experimental modal testing. All of the FRF functions Hjk(ω) can be grouped into 

an N x N FRF matrix where N is once again the number of DOF measurement points. This is 

shown below. 

[𝐻]𝑁𝑥𝑁 =

[
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Each of the diagonal terms of the FRF matrix is a driving point measurement. In order to have 

sufficient information to calculate the modal parameters of a system, at least one column or one 

row of the FRF matrix must be obtained. A specific column refers to a fixed force input 

coordinate k and a roving response coordinate j (see Figure 2-6 B). This would be measured by 

exciting the structure with a hammer or shaker at a specific DOF point and roving an 

accelerometer around to all other DOFs. A specific row refers to a fixed response coordinate j and 

a roving force input coordinate k (see Figure 2-6 A). This is most frequently done by roving an 

impact hammer around as moving a shaker to different points on the structure is often impractical 

and cumbersome. One important characteristic of the FRF matrix is Maxwell’s Theorem of 

Reciprocity which states that for a linear system, the following reciprocity relationship applies 

(Vibrant Technology 2015): 

Hjk = Hkj          (2.30) 

By exciting the structure at DOF k and measuring the response at DOF j and then switching the 

DOF points and comparing the generated FRFs, the application of this theorem may be verified. 

This check was performed on the data collected in the research presented herein and more 

information on this topic can be found in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 2-6 A) Row of FRF matrix-fixed response coordinate j and a roving force input 

coordinate k from a roving hammer.  B) Column of FRF matrix-fixed input coordinate k 

and a roving response coordinate j from a roving accelerometer (P. Avitabile, Experimental 

Modal Analysis A Simple Non-Mathematical Presentation January 2001). 

2.3 Chapter 2 Summary  

In this chapter, a literature review of research done in the field of experimental modal 

analysis for aerospace applications has been presented. This has been accompanied by a 

mathematical review of modal theory stemming from fundamental SDOF and MDOF vibration 

principles. The purpose of the literature review has been to present previous work in this field 

over the last few decades along with more recent publications in order to show the relevance of 

the research presented herein. Research efforts to improve the accuracy of modal testing through 

methods of quantifying variability of results and developing new algorithms for modal parameter 

extraction have also been presented. This was accompanied by previous examples of 

experimental modal analysis conducted on various airframes along with fuselage mock-up 

structures. The Aluminum Testbed Cylinder structure testing by NASA along with Sherbrooke 

University’s research on a mid-fuselage mock up provided excellent points of reference for the 

work conducted in this thesis. NASA’s methodology of conducting incremental modal testing 

starting with easy to model and validate components prior to complex assemblies formed the 

basis of the testing strategy employed herein. The common theme of experimental modal testing 

remained being the validation of an FEA based dynamic model. Finally, more recent research 
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including modal testing of an advanced aerospace structure and non-linear behavior modelling 

was also presented.  

The research carried out in this thesis project, then, further elucidates how experimental 

modal analysis can be successfully implemented into a testing methodology that helps establish 

vibrational trends that contribute to a better understanding of vibro-acoustic issues particularly in 

the rear fuselage section of aircraft. 
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Chapter 3 

Design and Manufacturing of a Half-scale Twin Engine Aircraft Rear 

Fuselage Section  

3.1 Overview 

The following section of this thesis provides an overview of the design and construction 

of the half-scale model of a twin engine aircraft rear fuselage section for experiments. This 

section forms an important part of the research presented herein. No previous design or 

construction work had been completed prior to the start of this project, thus numerous design 

iterations and parameter changes were required. While the design of the structure and components 

has been finalized, construction efforts are ongoing and will continue beyond the scope of this 

thesis work, pursued by future researchers.  

Since it would not be feasible to fit a full scale physical model of the rear fuselage section 

into the laboratory testing area, a half-scale model was chosen in consultation with the project 

collaborator (a well-known Canadian aircraft manufacturer). This included half-scaling the 

dimensions of different components along with the distances between components. Since the full 

scale fuselage skin was already only 1.27mm thick and acts as the outer metal shell keeping all 

the components together, it was decided to not half-scale this dimension in order to maintain the 

structural integrity of the physical model.  

Numerous simplifications were made to the structure in order to reduce unnecessary 

model complexity. It should be emphasized that the purpose of the physical model is not to 

replicate every detail of the actual rear fuselage tail section, but rather to obtain a general model 

on which modifications can be easily made and testing may be done with the goal of establishing 

important vibrational behavior trends.  
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The efficacy of such a method, using a simplified physical model, has been shown in previous 

research by NASA and the University of Sherbrooke as discussed in the previous chapter. The 

finalized design was approved by the project collaborator and all important design decisions were 

made in consultation with them. All connections are made using either rivets or nuts and bolts. 

Rivets most commonly used for airframe connections in the aerospace industry. The following 

sub-sections highlight the characteristics of the preliminary physical model designs along with the 

chosen finalized design. All three different iterations of the fuselage mock-up design including 

the final chosen design have been presented in order to give a chronological account of the design 

process involved. Modal testing is to be done only on the final chosen design. Design changes 

were made in order to better replicate the actual rear fuselage section. This included for example 

the addition of frame segments to the bulkhead and extending the structure both forward and aft 

to have more suitable boundary conditions around the bulkhead and RESF. Design changes and 

decisions were also made based on feedback from the partnering aerospace company. This 

included varying the stiffener arrangement on the bulkhead as this was a structural modification 

that the company expressed interest in. The bulkhead design was based on incrementally 

augmenting the complexity of the component by adding an increasing number of stiffeners. The 

decision to enclose the structure with a rear bulkhead was also based on the company’s 

recommendations. Unless otherwise specified, all dimensions are in mm.  

 

3.1.1 Original Design Concepts 

The original design concept consisted of the following components: front bulkhead, front 

engine support frame (FESF), rear engine support frame (RESF), skin, engine box pylons and 

several individual frames and then stringer segments running longitudinally between the 

components. Figure 3.1 illustrates the original rear fuselage design. The skin and engine box 

pylons are not shown so as to better illustrate the interior framework. Five frames are located 
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between the front bulkhead and the FESF. Two further frames are located between the FESF and 

RESF.  

The location of these frames was derived from half-scaling dimensions from the actual 

aircraft design print provided by the project collaborator. The frames themselves are composed of 

C-shaped channel segments that have been joined together. Further information on the frame 

components is included in the appropriate sub-section below. In the original design, the stringers 

did not run continuously longitudinally down the length of the fuselage structure but were rather 

divided in segments that ran between each of the components. The stringers were placed at 10 

degree intervals circumferentially around the structure. Stringer extensions have been added 

beyond the front bulkhead and the RESF. This is accompanied with an extension of the skin as 

well. This was done to better simulate the boundary conditions located forward and aft of the 

structure.  

In the real aircraft, there is an extension into the mid fuselage cylindrical section beyond 

the bulkhead and the tail cone section extends further aft of the RESF. Inward facing vertical and 

horizontal stiffeners have been added to the bulkhead. These mimic the stiffening elements 

located on the real aircraft bulkhead and have been added with the intention of future 

modifications being made in order to study the dynamic response changes which occur as 

bulkhead stiffness is altered. Furthermore, the metal plates which extend laterally from either side 

of the FESF and RESF are known as yokes which encapsulate the engine box pylons. On the 

actual aircraft, these sub-components are what bolt onto the engines connecting them to the 

fuselage. Finally the manufacturing material used in all of the designs and components is 

aluminum (refer to Table 3.1 below for listing of aluminum grades used). This is the primary 

airframe material used in industry. 
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Figure 3-1 Illustration of the initial concept design for the scaled rear fuselage physical 

model assembly. (Note: box pylons/skin not shown). 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the second iteration design concept for the rear fuselage structure. 

Numerous changes were implemented in this design, most notably being the extension of the 

structure further forward and aft to include an additional frame at both the front and rear ends. 

There is still an extension of the stringers and skin beyond both frames of around 140-152 mm in 

order to have suitable boundary conditions. The total length of the structure is therefore 3111.5 

mm.  Furthermore, rivet connections have been implemented into this design. All frames, the 

bulkhead and the RESF and FESF now have semi-circular cut-outs of 14 mm radius at 10 degree 

intervals along the outer circumference of each component to allow for the placement of the 

stringers which rest in the cut-outs. The stringers are then riveted to the outer skin shell. The 

interaction of the stringers with the remaining components is described in further detail in the 

relevant component description sub-section.  

Front 

Back 

Bulkhead 

RESF 

FESF 

Frame 

Stringer 
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The orientation of the RESF and FESF also changed with the disks facing forwards 

towards the bulkhead and the yokes facing aft. The bulkhead stiffeners also now face outwards to 

allow for easier access for modifications. The stringers have also been elongated to run the full 

length of the structure. Similar to the original design, the structure is initially cylindrical but then 

tapers at a 7.5 degree angle beyond the front bulkhead forming a conical shape. The stringers 

therefore follow this shape outline. Small changes in the design of the yokes where these sub-

components connect with the FESF and RESF disks have also been implemented. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Illustration of the second iteration design concept for the scaled rear fuselage 

physical model assembly. Design changes include extending the structure forward and aft 

with additional frames and longer stringers along with introducing rivet connections 

between components (Note: box pylons and skin not shown).  

 

Front 
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3.1.2 Final Design 

The following Figures 3.3-3.7 illustrate the final design concept for the rear fuselage 

structure. Once again, the skin and box pylons have been omitted from Figure 3.3 to better 

illustrate the components. Frame C-channel segments have been added to the FESF, RESF and 

front bulkhead in order to provide a better connection between the components and the skin. The 

C-channel segments are riveted onto the disks of the components directly and are therefore not 

joined together via butt plates as is the case with the frame components. The top lip of the C-

channel is then riveted to the skin providing a sturdy rigid connection.  

The finalized design is unique, when compared to earlier iterations, because of the three 

different interchangeable front bulkhead configurations. The figures below include the most 

complex bulkhead with seven vertical and two horizontal stiffeners. Two further bulkheads with 

the same number of vertical stiffeners, but only one horizontal stiffener and no horizontal 

stiffeners respectively, were also designed. The frame segments that are riveted to the bulkheads 

have been orientated such that these remain attached to the skin, while the bulkhead disk can 

easily be detached from the C-channel segments and removed from the structure. The different 

bulkheads can therefore be easily changed allowing for the study of different bulkhead stiffness 

configurations. The three different bulkheads are detailed in the appropriate sub-section below.  

An additional change was switching the frame located furthest aft into a rear bulkhead 

disk. Frame segments are still attached to the disk as connection points to the skin. This change 

was done in order to allow, with some further modification, for the potential pressurization of the 

fuselage physical model in the future, similar to what was implemented by NASA with the 

Aluminum Testbed Cylinder.  

With respect to structural properties, the total mass of the physical model is 103.95 Kg. 

The center of mass is located along the centerline running longitudinally down the structure at a 

distance of approximately 1.39m from the front, in other words, just aft of the FESF, and at a 

height of 0.70m from the lowest point on the structure. Finally, all important dimensions of the 
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structure are highlighted in the following Figures 3.3-3.7. When the skin is shown in the 

following figures, the outlines of the stringers and other components remain visible, yet this is 

merely for visual clarity purposes and in reality, the skin completely covers all components 

forming an outer shell.   

 

 

Figure 3-3 Illustration of the finalized design for the half-scale rear fuselage physical model 

assembly (shown without skin and engine box pylons). All dimensions in mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3111.5 

Front 
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Figure 3-4 Front view of the rear fuselage physical model structure showing the front 

bulkhead. All dimensions in mm. 

 

 

Figure 3-5 Side view of the rear fuselage physical model structure. All dimensions in mm. 
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Figure 3-6 Top view of the rear fuselage physical model structure. All dimensions in mm. 

The following figure highlights the locations of the front bulkhead, FESF and RESF.  

3111.5 

1452.54 
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Figure 3-7 Top view of the rear fuselage physical model structure without skin or engine 

pylons. Locations of the front bulkhead (A), FESF (B) and RESF (C) along the length of the 

fuselage are shown. All dimensions in mm. 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the layout of all individual frames and bulkheads in order from the front 

to the rear of the fuselage structure. The finalized design once again retains the skin and stringer 

extension beyond the front and aft most frames as is found in the previous design iterations. In 

this case, the skin extends approximately 142 mm beyond each of the frames. 
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Figure 3-8 Layout of frames and bulkhead components as follows: 1) Frame FS-845 2) 

Front Bulkhead 3) Frame FS-868.85 4) Frame FS-877.25 5) Frame FS-884.75 6) Frame FS-

893.50 7) Frame FS-909.75 8) Front Engine Support Frame (FESF) 9) Frame FS-945 10) 

Frame FS-966 11) Rear Engine Support Frame (RESF) 12) Frame FS-1066.  

 

 

3.2 Individual Components   

The following section outlines all the individual components that form the rear fuselage 

structure. All relevant dimensions along with important design and manufacturing details are 

presented.  

3.2.1 Fabrication Materials Overview  

As previously mentioned, the material of choice for manufacturing of the components is 

aluminum. Different aluminum grades were chosen for different components primarily based on 

supplier availability but also depending on the formability and strength requirements of each 
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component. All rivets were aluminum. The standard stock nuts and bolts used were zinc plated 

steel. The following Table 3.1 outlines the aluminum grades for each of the components and 

corresponding subcomponents.  

 

Table 3-1 Material properties of the different rear fuselage section components. 

Component Material Grade 

Front Engine Support Frame-Disk Aluminium 6061 

Rear Engine Support Frame-Disk Aluminium 6061 

Front Bulkhead-Disk Aluminium 5052 

Front Engine Support Frame-Yokes Aluminium 6061 

Rear Engine Support Frame-Yokes Aluminium 6061 

Rear Bulkhead Aluminium 5052 

Front Bulkhead-Stiffeners Aluminium 6063-T5/6063-T5 Annealed 

Stringers Aluminium 6063 Annealed 

Frames Aluminium 3003 Annealed 

Frames-Butt Plates  Aluminium 5000 series 

Skin Aluminium 5052 

Box Pylons Aluminium 5052 

 

3.2.2 Frames 

Figure 3.9 depicts a completed frame sub-assembly. Semi-circular cut-outs are located at 

10 intervals along the circumference of the C-channel frame ring for the placement of stringers. 

The frame itself is not a complete ring but rather formed from butt-joining a series of frame 

segments together via butt plates and rivets. Each frame component has a distinct inner and outer 

bending radius.  
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Figure 3-9 Illustration of a completed frame sub-assemble composed of a series of frame 

segments that are butt-joined together. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 below shows one of the C-channel frame segments for frame FS-845. In the 

original design. When combined the frames form a complete 360 ring. Frames used on the actual 

aircraft are manufactured using a combination of metal cutting and forming processes that require 

custom metal dies for each required frame shape. Obtaining such dies is a costly option especially 

when numerous custom parts are required and are not being manufactured in large quantities.  

After discussions and consultation with other researchers who specialize in the field of 

metal forming and manufacturing, the decision was made to pursue a manufacturing process 

known as SPIF or Single Point Incremental Forming to fabricate the C-channels. An advantage of 

this method was that it would not require any fabrication outsourcing as the Department of 

Mechanical and Materials Engineering at Queen’s University has the required machining 
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equipment. In summary SPIF is a manufacturing process which uses a special tooling to press 

perpendicularly into a flat metal sheet of a specific thickness in order to form the sheet into the 

desired shape. The metal sheet is placed on top of a thicker steel metal backing plate with a cutout 

in order to allow the depth of the sheet be extruded into the desired shape (Martins, Bay, Skjoedt, 

& Silva, 2008). Further information on SPIF can be found in the works published by P.Gupta 

(Gupta and Jeswiet 2018) and J.Jeswiet (Jeswiet, et al., 2005). The C-channel frame illustrated in 

Figure 3.10 is a 45 segment. Other frame segment sizes were considered including 90 and 60 

yet this size was chosen as it fit best within the size constraints of the SPIF machining rig. The 

entire frame is therefore formed with eight individual segments. Frames found on the actual 

aircraft are composed of six segments.   

 

 

Figure 3-10 Illustration of one of the eight 45° C-channel frame segments that are joined 

together to form frame FS-845. Outer bending radius dimension in mm. 
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The cross-section of the designed frame is shown in Figure 3.11. The height of the C-

channel along with the web thickness are half-scaled from the aircraft dimensions while the width 

of the top and bottom flange remains full size. This was chosen in order to allow for sufficient 

space for the ends of two sheets of skin to join together and rivet onto the top flange of the C-

channel. The bending radii of the inner corners was selected as 2.5 times the web thickness 

following the recommendations of the manufacturer.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Diagram of the frame segment cross-section design. All dimensions in mm. 

 

In order to properly join the frame segments together, two butt plates are riveted on either side of 

the joint between the two frame segments. This is shown in Figure 3.12. The butt plates are 

20mm x 60 mm and are the same thickness as the designed channel web thickness.   
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Figure 3-12 Installation of the butt plates in order to ensure proper joining of adjacent 

frame segments. 

With the implementation of SPIF, thicker sheet metal was required in order to 

successfully manufacture the frames. A thickness of 2.54mm was deemed most suitable. The 

resulting C-channel frame web thickness therefore varies from 2.54 mm at the web mid-section 

down to around 0.5mm at the inner corners. This is to be expected from the plastic deformation 

process of this manufacturing method. The overall channel dimensions closely match the desired 

design dimensions of Figure 3.11 with a channel height of approximately 40.6mm and a flange 

width of around 24.6mm. Once the sheet metal is formed, the C-channel can easily be cut out 

from the sheet and the ends trimmed off to create the open channel. Figure 3.13 below illustrates 

the formed C-channel shape from the flat metal sheet, while Figure 3.14 shows the resulting cut-

out.  
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Detail B 
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Figure 3-13 C-channel frame segment formed from aluminum sheet metal using SPIF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14 C-channel frame segment cut-out. Next steps include shortening the piece to the 

desired 45° segment and inserting the semi-circular cut-outs. 
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3.2.3 Rear Engine Support Frame (RESF) 

The RESF is one of the integral components of the rear fuselage physical model 

assembly. As previously mentioned, the RESF along with the larger FESF are composed of three 

subcomponents: the yokes, disk and frame segments. The yokes are thicker aluminum plates 

which extend out from either end of the disk centerline. In the first two design iterations, the 

yokes were installed higher up above the centerline yet the configuration shown below more 

closely matches what is found on the real airframe. Each of the yokes are attached to the disk 

using 9 bolts and nuts. The bolts were tensioned as much as possible in order to ensure the proper 

fastening between the yokes and the disk. The average torque value measured for the RESF/FESF 

bolts was approximately 4.05 Nm. The set of holes located at the extremities of each yoke is there 

to simulate where the engines would connect through bolt joints. With respect to the frame 

segments, a total of six 45 segments are riveted to the disk which in turn are riveted to the skin. 

The disk itself has a semi-circular cut-out below the centerline in accordance with the 

manufacturer drawings. The width of the resulting semi-circular strip running below the 

centerline is approximately one-tenth the total disk diameter.  
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Figure 3-15 Dimensions of the RESF component which includes the disk, yokes and frame 

segment sub-components. All dimensions in mm. 

 

Figure 3.16 illustrates the difference in thickness between the RESF disk and yokes. The 

total mass of the RESF is 8.18 Kg, with the yokes being the heaviest parts of the component. 

Overall, the complex geometry of the RESF is a factor which contributes to interesting mode 

shape patterns and dynamic behavior as will be discussed in the subsequent chapter presenting the 

results.  
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Figure 3-16 Disk and yoke thickness dimensions of the RESF component. 

 

3.2.4 Front Engine Support Frame (FESF) 

The FESF is similar in design to the RESF except it is larger in scale. Figure 3.17 shows 

the latest iteration of the FESF with dimensions. Once again, six frame segments are riveted 

along the outer circumference of the FESF disk and each yoke is attached to the disk with a set of 

9 nuts and bolts. The distance across from the outer edge of one yoke to another yoke must be 

consistent for both the FESF and RESF, which is 1450 mm. This is due to the fact that the box 

pylons rest in between the yokes of the FESF and RESF. The resulting mass of the FESF is 8.44 

Kg. 
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Figure 3-17 Dimensions of the FESF component which includes the disk, yokes and frame 

section sub-components. All dimensions in mm. 

The thickness of the disk and yoke on the FESF are identical to what is found on the RESF. This 

is shown in Figure 3.18.  
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Figure 3-18 Disk and yoke thickness dimensions of the FESF component. 

 

3.2.5 Front Bulkheads 

The front bulkheads form an integral part of the rear fuselage assembly and are a special 

area of interest for modal testing. As previously mentioned, three different front bulkheads were 

constructed with different stiffener configurations. The first bulkhead depicted in Figure 3.22 has 

seven vertical stiffeners and no horizontal stiffeners. The second bulkhead has the same vertical 

stiffener configuration and one additional upper horizontal stiffener, as shown in Figure 3.21. 

Finally the third bulkhead contains a set of seven vertical stiffeners along with an upper and lower 

horizontal stiffener, see Figure 3.20. All stiffeners are riveted onto the bulkhead disk.  

An important distinction between the vertical and horizontal stiffeners is that the vertical 

aluminum angle runs continuously while the horizontal stiffener angle is broken into segments. 

These segments run between the vertical stiffeners and are rivet connected to the vertical 

stiffeners using tabs. Figure 3.23 shows an example of a tab joint connecting a horizontal stiffener 

segment to a vertical stiffener.  
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In the FEA modelling of the front bulkheads, all stiffeners are modelled as continuous 

structures and the joints between horizontal and vertical stiffeners are modelled as rigid and 

continuous connections, without the presence of any tabs. This will ultimately lead to potential 

discrepancies between the stiffening effects acting on the FEA front bulkhead versus what is 

occurring on the actual component. This is discussed in further detail in the subsequent results 

chapter where the experimental modal parameters for the different front bulkheads are compared 

with FEA results. As with the RESF and FESF components, frame segments are riveted directly 

to the outer circumference of the bulkhead disk to allow for a sturdy connection with the skin. 

Semi-circular cut-outs for the stringers have been installed. The total mass for each of the 

bulkheads going from no horizontal stiffeners to the complete configuration is 7.56 Kg, 7.72 Kg 

and 8.06 Kg respectively.  

 

Figure 3-19  Isometric view of the third front bulkhead with seven vertical stiffeners along 

with the complete set of 2 horizontal stiffeners. 
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Figure 3-20 Diagram of the front bulkhead with the full set of seven vertical stiffeners and 

two horizontal stiffeners. The thickness and width of the aluminum angle used for the 

stiffeners has been shown. All dimensions are in mm. 
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Figure 3-21 Diagram of the front bulkhead with seven vertical stiffeners and one horizontal 

stiffener. 

 

 

Figure 3-22 Diagram of the front bulkhead with seven vertical stiffeners only. 
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Figure 3-23 Illustration of a tab joint connection between a horizontal stiffener segment and 

a vertical stiffener. 

 

3.2.6 Rear Bulkhead 

The rear bulkhead is similar in design to the front bulkhead except it lacks stiffener 

elements, yet such an addition may be considered in the future depending on research interests. 

This component encapsulates the interior of the rear fuselage structure permitting potential 

pressurization of the physical model which would allow for modal testing of the structure under 

conditions that more accurately replicate what the aircraft encounters in flight. At the moment, 

such a testing scenario remains beyond the scope of the research presented herein. Modal testing 

of the mock-up and adequate validation with FEA results under different structural modifications 

in a non-pressurized state should be conducted before any efforts are made to pressurize the 

Tabs 
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structure. Structural reinforcements may also be required. Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 illustrate 

the rear bulkhead. The overall mass of the component is 1.42 Kg.  

 

Figure 3-24 Isometric view of the rear bulkhead. 
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Figure 3-25 Diagram of the rear bulkhead. All dimensions are in mm. 

 

3.2.7 Stringers 

The stringers provide the rear structure assembly with the unique conical shape and are 

riveted directly to the skin. Any aircraft semi-monocoque fuselage will contain a series of 

stringers which along with the frames and skin provide the structural integrity of the fuselage. A 

total of 36 stringers run longitudinally down the length of the structure. The shape of the stringers 

includes a straight segment of just under 356 mm followed by a 7.5 downward bend. Figure 3.27 

shows the dimensioning of the component. While the width and height of the cross-section T-bar 

were close to the desired half scale dimensions, the web and flange thickness had to be increased 

due to material supplier constraints. The interaction between the stringers, frames and bulkheads 

is highlighted in Figure 3.28. The mass of each of the stringers is approximately 0.71 Kg.  

 

 

Detail A 

A 
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Figure 3-26 Illustration of all 36 stringers at 10° increments forming the skeleton of the rear 

fuselage structure. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-27 Diagram of a stringer along with the cross-section cut-out. All dimensions are in 

mm. 

 

Detail A 

A 

Cut-out B 

B 
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Figure 3-28  Illustration of the interaction between the stringers and the front 

bulkhead/frames. The stringers are situated inside the semi-circular frame and bulkhead 

cut-outs. 

 

3.2.8 Skin 

The entire exterior of the rear fuselage structure is covered by a skin shell which is 

riveted to both the stringers and the frame segments. The shell is composed of a series of sheet 

panels of skin that are properly aligned together to cover the full structure. The thickness of the 

skin sheet is 1.27mm. This thickness is similar to what is found on the real business aircraft on 

which this model is based. The skin thickness is not exactly consistent as on the real aircraft as 

skin panels are chemically milled between the frames and the stringers to different thicknesses to 

save weight. Figure 3.29 illustrates the largest and smallest outer diameter of the skin shell. Slots 

have been installed in the mid-section of the shell for the placement of the yokes. 
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Figure 3-29 Illustration of the skin shell which covers the rear fuselage structure. 

Dimensions are in mm. 

 

3.2.9 Engine Box Pylons 

The engine box pylons are components that attach directly to the side of the fuselage 

sitting in between the yokes of the FESF and RESF. Each box pylon consists of a skin outer shell 

of the same thickness as the fuselage skin and thicker internal vertical walls on which the skin 

panels are attached, giving the component its box shape (see Figure 3.30). Since the box pylons 

are the first point of contact with the engines, engine excitation being the primary vibration 

source of interest, conducting modifications to these components followed by modal tests will be 

an important part of the testing regime on the full assembly once built. Shaker excitation in 

different X, Y, Z directions will be applied to each of the pylons. Spacing has been left inside 

each box pylon between the yokes and the inner walls in order to allow for additional structural 

components to be installed that may change the dynamic behavior of the rear fuselage assembly. 

Such structures may include strut beams that can be installed in different configurations between 

either a yoke and an inner wall or between the two inner walls. Although not shown in Figure 

1350.34 
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3.30, tabs will either be riveted or bolted to each pylon connecting it with the outer side of the 

structure onto the fuselage skin.  

 

 

Figure 3-30 Illustration of the box pylons. Dimensions are in mm. 

3.2.10 Rear Engine Support Frame Extension Subassembly  

The RESF extension subassembly has been designed in order to study the joints between 

components and how the resulting coupling effects may influence the modal results. It ultimately 

serves as a stepping stone between testing of individual components and the completed rear 

fuselage structure. Any distortion of results due to the joint interactions between components can 

more easily be quantified when testing a simpler subassembly versus the entire completed 

assembly. The subassembly consists of the RESF with the addition of 36 shortened stringers 

which are riveted to a section of the fuselage skin. The skin-stringer-frame interaction can 

therefore be studied in closer detail. The subassembly can be tested using the same support rig as 

the RESF because the mass should not increase significantly with the additional components. 

Figure 3.31 illustrates the RESF subassembly.  

800.8 

1452.54 
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Figure 3-31 Isometric view of the RESF extension subassembly. Dimensions are in mm. 

 

3.3 Current Progress and Future Construction 

This subsection provides a brief overview of the progress of the ongoing construction 

efforts along with future construction plans. The RESF, FESF, front bulkheads and rear bulkhead 

have all been completed. Due to technical challenges and manufacturing delays with the SPIF 

process, the above-mentioned components do not include the installation of frame segments. 

Although these segments will eventually be needed to attach these components to the skin, they 

were not required for the individual modal testing of the components and correlation with FEA 

results. The production of frame segments along with the complete frame rings is currently under 

way and is an ongoing process. The stringers have been fully completed and are ready for 

riveting. Aluminum sheet panel for the skin is also currently being outsourced with local 

suppliers. The next steps for construction include putting together the RESF subassembly 

followed by the engine box pylons. Once sufficient frames have been manufactured, the assembly 

302.39 
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of the complete rear fuselage section can commence. The possibility of constructing a second 

larger subassembly as a second step prior to building and testing the complete rear fuselage 

structure is also under consideration.  Photos of all completed components may be found in the 

Appendix section B at the end of this thesis.  

 

3.4 Overview of Support Structure  

While the main focus of this chapter has been the overall rear fuselage half scale physical 

model structure along with the individual components that form the assembly, it is important to 

also provide insight into how the structure might be supported. A support structure was readily 

available for the free-free simulated boundary condition suspension of the individual components. 

However, the size and weight of the rear fuselage assembly will require the construction of a new 

specialized support structure. This structure should allow for adequate suspension of the rear 

fuselage assembly using a supporting mechanism of soft springs (bungee cords or another form of 

large elastics) without obstructing the structure so that any part of the fuselage may be easily 

accessed for shaker and sensor mounting. This includes allowing access underneath the fuselage 

as well. Proper clearance must also be allocated between the fuselage and the support structure 

for the vibration of the structure without any risk of impact with the support structure or 

transmission of vibrations which could contaminate the modal test results. The design work for 

the support structure has been conducted by a mechanical engineering undergraduate research 

assistant, Christopher Lam, as well as two student groups who have undertaken the design of this 

structure as part of their MECH 460 fourth year Capstone project. This work is ongoing and 

potential design concepts are currently being explored. Figure 3.32 illustrates one of these 

conceptual designs. The construction of the finalized support structure design falls within the 

larger scope of this project, yet outside the work presented herein, and will occur prior to the 

point at which the full rear fuselage assembly is nearing completion.  
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Figure 3-32  Conceptual design rendition of a support structure for the scaled rear fuselage 

assembly (Lam 2017). 

 

 

 

3.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, an overview of the important aspects relating to the design and 

construction portion of the research presented herein has been showcased. This included a review 

of different design iterations for the half-scaled rear engine mounted fuselage section along with 

the final design. This was followed by a comprehensive review of all the different components 

that are required to manufacture the fuselage structure. Material properties, design dimension 

specifications and details into how the components are installed together was presented along 

with accompanying figures. Insight into the support structure required to suspend the full 

assembly was also provided. Finally, a review of current construction progress and future 

ambitions was included.  Aside from being an important part of the research in itself, this chapter 
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has provided the background information for the various components on which experimental 

modal testing has been conducted as will be explored in the subsequent Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Set-up and Methodology 

 

4.1 Experimental Procedure Overview  

The following chapter provides an overview of all relevant information pertaining to the 

experimental set-up, equipment, signal processing steps and testing methodology employed to 

obtain modal analysis results (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). Numerous sources found in the 

literature served as guidelines of experimental modal testing best practices. One of the 

predominant sources is the ISO standard 7626-5, designated specifically for frequency response 

based vibration measurements using impact excitation (ISO 1994). This was the primary 

reference test standard that was consulted for all testing. Taking into consideration the 

recommendations provided in these sources, along with critical engineering judgement and 

experimentation with different settings to find the optimal testing parameters, formed the basis on 

which all modal testing set-up decisions were made. Various validity checks using FRF 

measurements were performed to validate the prescribed methodology and will be presented 

along with all results in Chapter 5.  

 

4.1.1 Boundary Conditions Set-up and Structure Support 

There are two principle ways of supporting the test components for modal analysis; using 

fixed/grounded or free-free boundary conditions (Ewins, 2000). The fixed condition can also be 

designed to simulate the actual installation position of the component within a larger structure 

under operating conditions. In order to avoid the vibrational coupling effects inherent to a fixed 

connection with a rigid structure, a free-free support was chosen. Having a truly free-free set of 
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boundary conditions is not feasible unless the structure is free floating and therefore these 

conditions must be approximated as best possible. In the literature, these boundary conditions are 

approximated through the use of soft springs in the form of bungee cords, elastic bands and for 

heavier structures even rope, which suspend the test piece in midair. In this case the boundary 

conditions were approximated by freely suspending the components from a steel test rig using 

soft rubber elastic bands connected via metal carabiners. The steel test rig is shown in Figure 4.1 

and was used for the testing of all the individual components. It was chosen as it was a readily 

available stiff and rigid steel structure that provided sufficient clearance for the components to 

suspend freely while providing easy access to all sides of a given component for excitation and 

sensor mounting.  

Two different sets of elastic bands were used for the RESF/FESF and the bulkheads 

respectively. Fitness elastic bands were chosen due to their durability and the appropriate size of 

band was selected so as to properly support the weight of the test component without being too 

stiff. A variety of elastic band mounting configurations were also explored for the components. 

The most appropriate configuration for the RESF and FESF was to mount two elastic bands, one 

at each of the extremities of the yokes. This provided proper suspension of the RESF and FESF 

given their unique weight distribution where the yoke subcomponents weigh considerably more 

than the disks. Doubling the elastic bands was also conducted in order to increase the stiffness of 

the applied connections and explore the effects that boundary condition changes can have on the 

resulting modal data of the RESF. This modification caused a noteworthy increase on the 

stiffness and damping applied to the component along with a preload effect on the disk. Shifts in 

the natural frequencies of the Rigid Body Modes (RBMs) and flexural modes of the component, 

which can be noted from the FRFs, came as a result of these changes. The results from this test 

along with RBM considerations are explored in further detail in Chapter 5 under the boundary 

condition validity checks section.  
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From this testing, it was also evident that using two elastic bands was the least intrusive 

way to support the structure, thus justifying its selection. The bulkheads were also supported by 

two elastic bands each. Eyebolt connections were attached to the bulkheads in order to provide a 

connection point for the carabiners. While the elastic bands served to dynamically decouple the 

test components from the support rig, the carabiners were used to provide a connection between 

the soft springs and the components that would keep them upright and in a proper orientation that 

allowed for easy modal testing. Another method for minimizing the stiffening and damping 

effects of free-free simulated boundary conditions is to attach the soft springs to the structure at 

modal node points or at least lesser modally active points of the structure for the set of the first 

few flexural modes (Ewins 2000). This strategy was taken into account when selecting the 

connection points of the elastic bands with each of the components. Furthermore, per Ewins 

recommendation, the suspension system was set perpendicular to the primary direction of 

vibration in an effort to further minimize any unwanted boundary condition effects on the test 

results (Ewins, 2000). Figure 4.1 illustrates the described set-up for the RESF while Figure 4.2 

illustrates one of the bulkheads under the simulated free-free boundary condition.  
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Figure 4-1 Freely suspended RESF set-up (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). 

 

Figure 4-2 Freely suspended bulkhead set-up.  

Primary Vibration Motion 

Elastics 

Eyebolts 
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4.1.2 Input and Output Measurements 

4.1.2.1 Excitation Set-up 

Two of the most common methods of excitation used in experimental modal analysis are 

impact hammers which provide a transient excitation and modal shakers which can provide either 

a transient or continuous excitation depending on the selected input signal (e.g. chirp, random, 

burst excitation signal, etc.) (Ewins 2000).  The modal impact hammer is considered a non-

contact method, although there is a short impact time, while the shaker requires direct continuous 

contact with the test piece which is usually via a force transducer. The impact hammer method 

was selected due to its versatility in applying a force at any desired DOF location with ease and to 

avoid the numerous complications that arise with a shaker set-up attached to the components. 

Since the test components were lightly damped and did not require a high level of input vibration 

energy to be excited, an impact hammer was used. Work found in the literature by Schedlinksi et 

al. demonstrated that the use of a shaker on lightweight, lightly damped aluminium structures is 

not always suitable as it can affect the accuracy of the modal parameters due to the coupling, 

mass and force influences that the stinger unavoidably has on the structure (Schedlinski, Schell, 

Biegler, & Sauer, 2016). Other known excitation methods in the literature such as base excitation, 

step relaxation and magnetic excitation were investigated yet deemed not suitable as the first two 

methods are more appropriate for large scale structures and equipment while the last method 

would not work on aluminum components (Ewins 2000).   

The impact hammer used for testing was the ICP® powered PCB 086C02 modal hammer 

(see Appendix section A for impact hammer specifications). Figure 4.3 illustrates the impact 

hammer. It is important to consider the stiffness of the impact hammer tip as this along with the 

stiffness of the contact surface and the mass of the hammer head will all influence the bandwidth 

of excitation that is useable. The typical force input spectrum of a transient hammer impact will 

include a flat or slightly curved portion which is the useable frequency range of excitation 
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followed by a roll-off due to the decaying input energy. A stiffer tip will result in a shorter impact 

time interval with the contact surface and consequently a flatter spectrum which extends to a 

greater frequency prior to roll-off (Ewins 2000). This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.4 below 

which portrays the time domain and frequency spectrum of a typical modal hammer strike with 

impact duration Tc and cut-off frequency fc.  

 

Figure 4-3 Modal impact hammer along with extender and tips (fitted with rubber tip). 
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Figure 4-4 Time domain (a) and frequency domain (b) plots of a modal hammer impact 

(Ewins 2000). 

 

A stiff tip therefore provides a larger excitation frequency range than a soft tip. 

Furthermore, a lighter impact hammer head will also extend this range. There is no strict rule that 

defines exactly how flat the force spectrum must be nor how much spectrum roll-off is 

acceptable. It is therefore at the modal tester’s discretion to establish a cut-off frequency after 

which the force input spectrum is deemed to have decayed too much to have properly excited any 

modes beyond this frequency. One suggested practice is that the spectrum should not decay by 

more than 20 dB over the desired excitation frequency range (Avitabile 2017 ). While this value 

serves as a guideline, it is most important to look at the FRF and coherence plots over the 

frequency range of interest and ensure there is no significant deterioration in quality regardless of 

the dB roll-off value. This factor was taken into account when choosing the appropriate hammer 

tip. It is important to note that using a tip that is too stiff for the required application can also 

cause issues. In the case where only a small frequency bandwidth is of interest for analysis, using 

a stiff tip that has a flat spectrum well beyond the highest frequency measured by the analyzer 

will negatively affect the results. This is due to the fact that even though the analyzer may only be 

measuring a discrete bandwidth, the test structure itself is actually being modally excited over a 

much greater spectrum by the input energy from the hammer. This can cause overload issues with 
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the response sensor along with issues in the analog-to-digital converter processing, particularly 

quantization (Avitabile 2017 ). There is also the risk of excited out of band non-linearities which 

can contaminate the modes of interest. It is therefore best to not oversaturate the analyzer input 

with undesired spectrum excitation content.  

Since the bandwidth of interest for each of the components remained well within the 0-

100 Hz range, which is relatively low, a softer tip was desired. After testing a variety of different 

metal, plastic and rubber tips and analyzing the FRF, coherence and force input spectrum plots, 

the impact hammer was fitted with the most appropriate choice; a super soft rubber vinyl tip. 

Initially testing was done with an extender attachment increasing hammer mass and consequently 

the force level input. This was removed for the FESF and all subsequent component tests as it 

was easier to avoid double impacts with a lighter hammer head. According to the impact hammer 

manufacturer, the device was rated to provide adequate excitation energy beyond a 300 Hz range 

limit with such a tip (PCB Piezotronics 2007). This rating was conducted under idealized 

conditions as it is based off the manufacturer striking the hammer against a solid steel mass 

(Avitabile 2017 ). The observed spectrum therefore did not extend as far as per specifications yet 

still adequately covered the bandwidth of interest. Finally, the sensitivity of the force transducer 

of the impact hammer was set to the calibrated value of 11.2 mV/N (PCB Piezotronics 2007). 

With respect to the impact technique used, effort was made to ensure that a consistent 

impact force, strike location and strike orientation was maintained throughout each of the 

averages of the modal test. It was important to keep the tip of the impact hammer as 

perpendicular as possible to the contact surface. This consistency insured as clean and accurate 

data as possible. Any discrepancies between strikes can be noted by a sudden deterioration in the 

coherence quality. For this reason, coherence along with the force spectrum plots were monitored 

for each impact. Figure 4.5 and 4.6 below illustrate a typical input force time domain and 

spectrum plot from one of the components, in this case, the RESF.  
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Figure 4-5 Force spectrum plot. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Force time domain plot. 
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4.1.2.2 Double/Multi Impacts 

One issue that must be contented with when conducting modal testing with an impact 

hammer is that of double or multiple impacts. This occurs when the modal hammer tip does not 

clear the contact surface quickly enough post impact thus resulting in a second or multiple 

rebound hit(s) with the surface which is then recorded in the measurement. Due to the modally 

responsive nature of certain structures, double hits may sometimes be unavoidable. All the tested 

components were lightly damped and therefore prone to double hits. Although double impacts are 

not desirable, a measurement that contains a double or multi impact is not automatically invalid 

(Avitabile 2017 ). Double impacts can be easily noted in the force time domain when more than 

one peak is observable in the time window and will cause the force spectrum to have a wavy 

appearance rather than a smooth curve. The force spectrum and time domain plots were inspected 

after each strike for any evidence of double hits. Even without any signs of multiple impacts, the 

spectrum curve at times did not remain perfectly smooth. According to the ISO 7626-5  standard, 

any dips or drops present in the spectrum curve that are at a moderate level are allowable (ISO 

1994). One guideline that was used as a point of reference was to not have the spectrum drop 

anywhere by more than 5-10dB thus defining how smooth the curve should be (Avitabile 2017 ).  

Effort was made to minimize double hits by avoiding the use of excessive force when swinging 

the hammer and ensuring the component’s vibrational motion fully decayed between strikes. In 

the case where a double hit was noted, the data was discarded from the average and the 

measurement repeated.  

4.1.2.3 Response Set-up 

The excitation response was measured in the primary direction of vibration pointing 

forward and aft, normal to the disk of each of the components. This was along the z-axis for the 

RESF and FESF and y-axis for each of the bulkheads (see Figures 4.9 through 4.11 for coordinate 

system). The response was measured using uniaxial shear type PCB 352C22 mini accelerometers. 
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Important specification parameters for this sensor can be found in the Appendix section A. Figure 

4.7 illustrates the accelerometer. This sensor was chosen since it is light weight while still 

offering good sensitivity that was adequate for the measurements conducted. The average weight 

of the three sensors used was 0.471 grams. The sensitivity of each of the sensors from the 

manufacturer’s calibration was approximately 10 mV/g (10.45 mV/g, 10.34 mV/g and 9.84 mV/g 

respectively).  

Even though the weight of the sensors was considerably lower than that of the test 

components, mass effects on the experimental results were still taken into consideration. Details 

on the validity check that was conducted to verify the mass effects of the sensors can be found in 

Chapter 5. Furthermore, the use of dummy masses was implemented on the FESF and all three 

bulkheads where the accelerometers were roved to the different measurement DOFs throughout 

the modal test rather than being kept stationary. Ideally, a sensor would be placed at each 

measurement DOF point eliminating the need to rove yet this was not financially feasible. The 

dummy masses are miniature cylindrical aluminum pieces that have the same mass as the sensors 

and were placed at each of the measurement DOF points whenever there wasn’t already a sensor 

attached. This is a common practice found in the literature that is implemented to eliminate any 

inconsistencies that may arise between measurements that are taken while there is a change, albeit 

minor, in the mass distribution applied to the test piece throughout the experiment (Avitabile 

2017 ).  
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Figure 4-7 PCB 352C22 accelerometer. The dimensions of the sensor are the following: 

length=9.1 mm, width=6.35 mm, height=3.56 mm (Piezotronics 2002). 

 

Another important part of the response set-up after selecting the appropriate sensor is 

choosing a mounting method. Options suggested in the literature include magnetic mounting, stud 

mounting, wax and glue (Ewins 2000). The type of mounting method that is chosen will influence 

the mounted natural frequency of the sensor. The stiffer the mounting method (e.g. stud mount), 

the higher the mounted natural frequency of the sensor. This translates into an extension of the 

linear frequency response region where accurate measurements may be made. The mounted 

natural frequency can increase until it reaches the structural natural frequency of the sensor based 

on its mass and stiffness properties (if it were floating free-free). The literature recommends to 

test at a frequency no greater than one-tenth the mounted natural resonance of the transducer 

(Agilent Technologies Test and Measurement Support 2000). Since high frequency vibration 

measurements were not of concern in the experiments conducted and the bandwidth of interest 

was low, there was greater flexibility in choosing the mounting method. Wax was deemed the 

best option as it allowed for a semi-permanent connection with the test structure that was 

convenient to remove. The bandwidth of interest was well within the linear response region of the 

sensor with this type of connection. Finally, prior to any testing, all accelerometers were tested 
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using a trusted vibration source to ensure accurate readings, followed by their appropriate 

sensitivities being inputted into the analyzer unit. Figure 4.8 below illustrates a typical output 

response in the time domain of a force hammer impact input.  

 

 

Figure 4-8 Typical output response time domain plot. 

4.1.2.4 Measurement Locations  

Once the appropriate excitation and response transducers have been chosen, it is 

important to select a grid of measurement points that is suitable for the kind of modal test being 

conducted. The most important factor to consider when choosing DOF points (DOF terminology 

refers to measurement location and associated direction) on the test component is to ensure that 

an adequate representation of all the modes of interest is obtained. Similar to aliasing in signal 

processing, spatial aliasing can occur when an inadequate number of measurement DOF locations 

are placed on the structure leading to the misrepresentation between the observed mode shapes 

and the actual structural modes (Avitabile 2017 ). This becomes more important as the frequency 

increases and the mode shapes become more complex.  
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As has been stated previously, the experimental work presented in this thesis has been 

conducted alongside the work of a fellow researcher involving FEA based computational modal 

analysis studies. The FEA models of each of the components in question therefore provided a 

suitable reference to help pick the most appropriate DOF measurement point locations. For each 

bandwidth containing the modes of interest from each component, FEA mode shape animations 

were analyzed to help select the locations of the DOF points. Aside from selecting a sufficient 

number of points to define each mode, it was important to try and avoid placing DOF points at 

node regions of any of the modes and when possible, place them rather at anti-nodes. Node 

regions refer to spatial areas of the structure where there is no displacement for a given mode and 

anti-node regions being where there is a large response for that mode. This can be difficult as 

areas of the component that could appear modally active for one mode may indeed be a node 

point for a subsequent mode.  

The most important DOF measurement point out of the complete grid of locations is the 

driving or reference point. This is the location on the structure where either the fixed input or 

output will be situated depending on if the accelerometer or hammer is roving around the 

structure. If the reference DOF is located at the node of a mode, then this mode will not appear in 

any of the FRF measurements taken during the test, regardless of where the remaining DOF 

measurement points may be located. As has been previously stated in Chapter 2, the magnitude of 

an FRF peak for a given mode can be expressed mathematically with a direct relationship to the 

magnitude of the eigenvector value at the input DOF multiplied by the eigenvector value at the 

output DOF for that mode. If one of these eigenvalues is consistently zero because the fixed 

reference input or output DOF is at a node, the peak will never appear in any of the measured 

FRFs. For the remaining DOF locations, if a specific DOF is at a node of a mode, than that mode 

will not appear in that specific FRF curve yet will appear in other FRFs from the remaining 

measurements. 
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As has been previously stated, one of the fundamental principles of linear modal analysis 

is that of Maxwell’s rule of reciprocity which states that an FRF measured using an applied force 

at location A and measured response at location B is equivalent to an FRF with a force applied at 

B and measured response at A (Maia, et al. 1997). This translates into only one specific row or 

column of the FRF matrix needed to extract the modal parameters of the system. Due to this 

principle, either the hammer or accelerometer(s) can be roved to each measurement DOF while 

the other is stationary. For the RESF, one accelerometer was placed at a fixed reference point 

while the hammer was roved around the structure. This test configuration is also known as a 

Single Input-Single Output (SISO) modal test. For the FESF and bulkheads, the hammer was 

impacted at a fixed input reference DOF while accelerometers were roved around the structure. 

The reasoning for this was that initially for the RESF modal testing, only one accelerometer was 

available for testing prompting the choice of roving the hammer around as this is the more 

common method. For the remaining components, two additional accelerometers were made 

available and therefore to shorten the testing time, all three sensors were roved around. 

Furthermore, there were certain DOF point locations on each of the components that were lightly 

damped and highly modally responsive thus being difficult points to impact without double hits. 

By choosing a fixed input reference point that was not prone to rebounded hits, cleaner and more 

consistent data were obtained. This configuration, where there is a single input and multiple 

simultaneous output measurements, is known as Single Input-Multi Output (SIMO) modal 

testing.  

In total, 62 DOF measurement locations were selected for analysis on the RESF. These 

DOF locations were spread out throughout the RESF in order to properly distinguish and define 

each of the mode shapes. Figure 4.9 below illustrates the different DOF measurement points. 

Note that the red DOF label denotes the reference location where the accelerometer was fixed. 

Effort was made to select a reference location that was not at a modal node point. DOF point 11 
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was therefore chosen as this point was highly modally active overall for all modes of interest 

based on the computational modal analysis results.  

 

 

Figure 4-9 DOF measurement locations on the RESF. The red DOF label and star indicate 

the driving point measurement location (62 total DOF locations) (Chamberlain and 

Mechefske 2017). 

 

 

In the case of the FESF, a total of 46 DOF locations were selected across the component. 

This number is reduced from the RESF as it was noted that fewer DOF points were needed to 

adequately model each of the modes of interest and correlate them with the FEA mode shapes. 

Measurement points were also added to the extremities of the yokes in order to better define the 

modal displacements in these regions. As previously mentioned, in this case, a fixed input DOF 

was chosen at DOF seven and three sensors were roved across the structure. Location seven was 

less prone to double hits due to the proximity of one of the considerably thicker yoke 

subcomponents which appeared to provide damping within the local region around it.  
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Figure 4-10 DOF measurement locations on the FESF. The red DOF label and star indicate 

the driving point measurement location (46 total DOF locations). 

 

Figure 4.11 below shows the layout of the DOF measurement locations for all three of the 

bulkheads. A total of 36 points are spread out across the bulkhead disk. The accelerometers were 

mounted on the opposite side of the disk to where the stiffeners are riveted. DOF measurement 

point eleven was chosen as the fixed reference point for the input as it was found to be a modally 

active point for many of the modes of interest while also being an easy point to impact with 

accuracy as it was located conveniently near the outer edge of the disk. This layout was once 

again based upon examination of the FEA mode shapes within the bandwidth of interest.  
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Figure 4-11 DOF measurement locations on all bulkheads (bulkhead 3 shown here as 

example). The red DOF label and star indicate the driving point measurement location (36 

total DOF locations). 

 

The relationship between the DOF point locations on the physical structure and those 

located on the associated FEA model was also of significance. It is important to minimize the 

discrepancy between the locations of the actual measurement points and the points modelled in 

the FEA in order to ensure that an accurate comparison between the computational and 

experimental eigenvectors can be made. This is of great value when conducting various FEA 

validation steps including the pseudo-orthogonality and MAC checks between experimental and 

FEA correlated mode pairs as has been done in the work by Warwick et al. (Warwick, Mechefske 

and Kim 2017). To accomplish this, the coordinates of each of the DOF measurement point 

locations found on the physical component were selected from points found in the FEA mesh. 

Since the point locations were labelled manually onto each of the components, there will be a 
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small degree of inaccuracy between reality and what is represented in the computational model 

yet the effects on any eigenvector comparison are considered negligible.  

4.1.3 Data Acquisition Set-up and Signal Processing Procedure 

The following subsection provides an overview of the data acquisition and signal 

processing steps of the experimental procedure. Various Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

parameters are discussed along with signal processing considerations including aliasing and 

leakage. The purpose of this subsection is to provide the reader with a general understanding of 

how the modal data was acquired from a data processing standpoint. This is followed by a 

discussion on modal parameter extraction which provides the final result of eigenvalues and 

mode shapes.  

4.1.3.1 Overview of DAQ Unit  

Both the hammer and accelerometer(s) were connected as channel inputs into a LDS 

Dactron Photon 2 DAQ unit with 24 bit A/D resolution and a built in signal conditioning 

amplifier. Connections were done via BNC cabling with ICP enabled in order to power the 

accelerometers with built in amplifiers along with the force transducer. A photo of the DAQ set-

up can be seen in Figure 4.12.  All data acquisition and FFT analysis was conducted via this unit. 

Force and response time domain histories along with Auto Power Spectrum (APS), FRF and 

coherence data were extracted from the DAQ unit using the associated RT Pro software.  

Before considering the FFT parameters along with triggering, averaging and other signal 

processing steps, it was important to properly condition each of the DAQ channels for the 

corresponding inputs. This involved setting the correct engineering unit (either Newtons or m/s2) 

along with the correct sensitivity for each sensor. Channel one was always used for the input 

impact hammer signal while the remaining channels two through four were used for the 

accelerometers. In order to avoid channel clipping, a “Max Volts” value was set for each channel 

which established a maximum range in volts of the expected amplitude of the input signal. The 
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optimal dynamic range was chosen for each channel via experimentation in order to allow for the 

best possible resolution for the analog to digital conversion while also avoiding signal clipping. 

 

 

Figure 4-12 Photo of A) Dactron Photon 4 channel DAQ unit and B) RT Pro laptop. 
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4.1.3.2 Triggering and Pre-trigger Set-up 

Prior to using the modal impact hammer, the triggering and pre-trigger settings must be 

configured. In modal impact testing, the analyzer must define a starting point from which to begin 

recording the transient force and response events. This can be established by triggering the start 

of the time domain recordings when the input voltage from the hammer reaches a certain value 

threshold (e.g. 1% of the dynamic range in volts specified for that particular channel). The 

inevitable issue with triggering is that there will be a finite, albeit small, time frame of the force 

and response events that will not be captured in the recordings which occur prior to the value 

threshold being reached. The consequence of this can be distortion issues in the resulting FRFs 

(Avitabile 2017 ). A solution for this is to add a defined pre-trigger time segment to all channel 

recordings so that the full transient events are captured. A pre-trigger setting of between 1-5% of 

the total time domain recording length is deemed suitable and was used on all modal impact tests 

(Avitabile 2017 ).  

 

4.1.3.3 Aliasing  

There are numerous error sources that may contaminate the original analog data as it 

passes through the various signal processing steps. One of the error sources that must be taken 

into account by the test engineer is aliasing. In the case of all the experimentation described 

herein, the risk of aliasing error in the frequency domain was eliminated through the properties of 

the hardware and software used. The Dactron DAQ unit has built in analog and digital anti-

aliasing filters. These filters include an RC based fixed analog filter, digital filters incorporated 

into the Sigma-Delta Analog-to-Digital converter unit and a final Digital Signal Processing based 

high order digital filter (LDS-Dactron 2004). This system provides a cut-off frequency of 

approximately 0.45 times the sampling frequency.  Furthermore, there is the automatic setting by 

the RT Pro acquisition software of the sampling rate such that the Nyquist criterion is satisfied 

(LDS-Dactron 2004). The software automatically adjusts the sampling frequency based on the 
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entered bandwidth to ensure that the sampling frequency remains greater than 2 times the 

maximum expected frequency component of the incoming signal. The RESF was sampled with a 

sample interval of approximately 5.3 milliseconds resulting in a sampling frequency (fs) of 

around 188.7 Hz. The FESF was sampled with a sample interval of around 6.3 milliseconds, thus 

an fs of approximately 158.7 Hz. All bulkheads were measured using the same sampling 

parameters as the RESF.  

 

4.1.3.4 Leakage and Applying Windows  

Following aliasing, another signal processing issue that was contended with during data 

collection was leakage. Leakage occurs when the fundamental Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

analysis assumption of periodicity within the finite measurement time sample is not satisfied 

(Ewins 2000). Due to the lightly damped nature of the tested components, there was a slow rate 

of decay within the transient vibration response signal of each of the components. To avoid 

leakage issues the response time signal should decay to approximately 1% of the initial 

magnitude within the time sample according to the ISO 7626-5 standard (ISO 1994). An effort 

was made to increase the time sample by increasing the number of spectral lines yet noisier FRF 

magnitude plots resulted. The bandwidth of interest was already set at a low range so as to 

maximize the time sample yet could not be minimized any further as sufficient spectral data was 

required to determine the first several bending and flexural modes of interest. A force/exponential 

window was therefore applied to both the force and response signals in order to mitigate any 

leakage effects. The transient force event remained within the rectangular section of the window 

while the transient response signal was subject to both the rectangular and exponential decay 

sections of the window. The exponential decay was defined by the following equation. 

   𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑒
−𝑡

𝑑       (4.1) 
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where  𝑓(𝑡) is the decaying function, 𝑡 is time and 𝑑 is the user defined damping factor (LDS-

Dactron 2004). A damping factor value of 4 was implemented for data processing of the RESF 

and FESF data and a value of 2 was set for the bulkheads. An increase in the damping factor 

resulted in a steeper and more pronounced exponential decaying portion of the window. The start 

of the window along with the extent of the flat top/rectangular section were user defined as well. 

It was important to ensure that the start of the window did not truncate any of the force or time 

domain data and that the force impulse event remained within the rectangular portion of the 

window. Figure 4.13 below illustrates an example of the force/exponential window that was used. 

Although a window was needed, by extending the time sample as much as possible through the 

FFT parameter settings, a less intrusive window was required.  

 

 

Figure 4-13 Example of window employed on all bulkhead modal tests. Start point defines 

the start of the window, flat top points defines the length of the flat/non-window portion and 

damping factor dictates the level of damping by the exponential decay portion. 
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Finally, it is also important to note that a wait time was allocated between impact 

measurements to ensure the proper decay of the transient signals. When need be, the 

accelerometer response levels were verified to ensure that the output noise was at a baseline level 

and that there was no readable residual vibrational motion from the previous impact. 

4.1.3.5 Other Important FFT Analysis Parameters  

The bandwidth of interest for the RESF and the three bulkhead components was from 0 

to 82.2 Hz with 450 spectral lines implemented in the FFT analysis resulting in a frequency 

resolution of 0.183 Hz.  For the FESF component, the bandwidth was reduced to 0 to 70.2 Hz 

with 450 spectral lines giving a frequency resolution of 0.156 Hz. It was noted after testing the 

RESF that a slightly smaller bandwidth was still adequate for the FESF as numerous modes were 

present for comparison. Furthermore, this reduction resulted in an increased overall measurement 

sample which allowed more time for the response to decay. The modal data from all three 

bulkheads was analyzed using the same FFT parameters in order to ensure consistency of 

comparison between results. The modal density, i.e. the number of observable modes for a given 

spectrum size, is what primarily dictated the chosen bandwidth of interest. All components had a 

high modal density and as will be shown in the following results chapter, the first flexural mode 

of each of the components occurred at a relatively low frequency, below 10 Hz. The observed 

modally dense response is typical for lightly damped structures and was therefore to be expected.  

It is also important to note that the testing conducted serves as an initial point of 

correlation and validation between experimental and computational FEA based modal data. Since 

mode shape complexity increases with frequency, it was therefore beneficial to examine the first 

set of low frequency modes which were less complex, easier to excite and easier to quantify. This 

allows for confidence to be established in both the experimental procedure and the computational 

model. This can be followed by future research work that will include extending the frequency of 

interest to higher values that more closely match airframe structural vibration conditions in flight. 
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This can be accompanied with experimental testing of rear fuselage subassemblies along with the 

full rear tail structure.  

Another important step of the signal processing procedure which was user defined was 

averaging.  In accordance with ISO 7626-5, a total of five impact hits were used for frequency 

domain linear averaging which ensured quality data and minimized background noise. 

Furthermore, five averages allowed for coherence value estimates to be calculated with high 

statistical confidence (ISO 1994). Consistency in the strike location and hammer orientation for 

each of the impacts helped to minimize variability between measurements. It was also noted 

through experimentation that a five hit average provided a good compromise between reducing 

random noise in the measurement yet not being too many hits as this can make input consistency 

difficult to maintain. Figure 4.14 illustrates the RT Pro software window where all the different 

FFT and signal processing parameters mentioned are defined by the user.  

 

Figure 4-14 RT Pro software window for modal testing. 
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4.1.3.6 Signal Processing Steps  

Figure 4.15 taken from the literature contains all the signal processing steps to provide 

the reader with an overview flow chart of how the raw analog data is processed into useful FRFs 

and coherence plots (Avitabile 2017 ). It is important to note that although Figure 4.15 shows the 

averaging step occurring after the linear spectra have been computed, the RT Pro software was 

configured to apply the averaging to the power spectra. Linear and power spectra have been 

defined as follows.  

𝑋(𝑓) − 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚   

𝑌(𝑓) − 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 

𝐺𝑥𝑥 = (𝑋)(𝑋∗) − 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚              (4.2) 

𝐺𝑦𝑦 = (𝑌)(𝑌∗) − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚               (4.3) 

𝐺𝑦𝑥 = (𝑌)(𝑋∗) − 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚       (4.4) 

𝐺𝑥𝑦 = (𝑋)(𝑌∗) − 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚       (4.5) 

 

Where * denotes the complex conjugate. 
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Figure 4-15 Signal processing and data acquisition flow chart for modal impact hammer 

testing (Avitabile 2017 ). 
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4.1.3.7 FRF Estimators 

Finally, the selection of an appropriate estimator for estimating the FRF, denoted as H(f), 

in a least squares manner is an important step in data acquisition. Two available estimators 

include H1 and H2. The former is most appropriate when considering extraneous noise at the 

output as its mathematical formulation is such that output noise will be reduced providing a better 

correlation between the true input and output signals. The latter is best suited for extraneous noise 

applied at the input (Herlufsensen 1984). Using H1 or H2 in inappropriate circumstances 

depending on where the extraneous noise is strongest can result in an underestimate or 

overestimate of H(f) resulting in bias error (Herlufsensen 1984). It was assumed that during 

modal testing, there was greater risk of noise at the output than at the input due to the possibility 

of undesired vibration from the experimental set-up contaminating the measured response. Any 

random noise due to the variability between impact strikes was taken into proper consideration 

through averaging of the results (Herlufsensen 1984). The H1 estimator was therefore selected as 

the preferred FRF estimator for the analysis. According to the literature, the H1 estimator is the 

most commonly used estimator in experimental modal analysis hence supporting this choice 

(Peeters, et al. 2014). It is also the suggested estimator referenced in ISO 7626-5 (ISO 1994). The 

mathematical formulation of H1 is as follows: 

 

𝐻1̂(𝑓) =
𝐺𝑦�̂�(𝑓)

𝐺𝑥�̂�(𝑓)
               (4.6) 

 

where 𝐻1̂(𝑓) is the H1 FRF estimator function, 𝐺𝑦�̂�(𝑓) is the cross-power spectral density 

estimate between the output y(t) and input x(t) and 𝐺𝑥�̂�(𝑓) is the auto-power spectral density 

estimate of the input x(t) (Brandt 2011).  
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4.1.3.8 Coherence 

The coherence function can be used as a quality index for each given input/output 

measurement (Brandt 2011). It also provides a somewhat quantitative indication of how much the 

output is linearly related to the input (ISO 1994). The function is defined by the following 

equation. 

 

𝛾𝑦𝑥
2(𝑓) =

𝐻1̂(𝑓)

𝐻2̂(𝑓)
=

|𝐺𝑦�̂�(𝑓)|
2

𝐺𝑥�̂�(𝑓)𝐺𝑦�̂�(𝑓)
           (4.7) 

 

where 𝛾𝑦𝑥
2(𝑓) is the coherence function, 𝐻2̂(𝑓) is the H2 FRF estimator function and 𝐺𝑦�̂�(𝑓) is 

the auto-power spectral density estimate of the output y(t) (Brandt 2011).                                                       

Coherence values will in theory only range from 0 to 1, yet should ideally remain 

between 0.9 and 1 (ISO 1994). It is important to note that dips in coherence are to be expected at 

anti-resonances as the correlation between input and output is weak at these frequencies as there 

is little to no system response (and consequently poor signal/noise ratio) at an anti-resonance 

frequency. Such dips should therefore align with the observed anti-resonances in the FRF 

magnitude plot.  

Poor coherence can result due to noise at either the force input or response or as a result 

of inconsistency between hammer impacts and was therefore one of the fundamental checks used 

to verify each measurement taken (ISO 1994). Furthermore, a sudden deterioration in coherence 

quality, especially after a notable increase in impact force level may indicate system non-

linearities. Finally, in addition to observing the force time domain and the autopower spectrum of 

the force input, coherence plots were used to gauge the severity of unintentional multiple impacts 

that occurred when striking the lightly damped components.  
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4.1.4 Modal Parameter Extraction  

ME Scope VES 4000 Modal Analysis software was used for post-processing and modal 

parameter extraction. The first step in the curve fitting procedure used to extract the modal 

parameters was to employ the CMIF (Complex Mode Indicator Function) method in order to 

identify the number of resonance peaks present in the FRF for the bandwidth of interest. Among 

the mode indicator functions that were available via MEScope, all were tested yet the CMIF 

proved best in accurately identifying and locating resonance peaks thus justifying its selection. 

This function can use either the real, magnitude or imaginary FRF content to determine the 

number of peaks yet since acceleration was measured, the imaginary content was selected per 

MEScope recommendations (Vibrant Technology 2015). The resonance peaks were also more 

distinguishable to the user when working in the imaginary domain. The noise threshold level was 

also selected by the user in order to ensure that only true resonance modes were detected by the 

CMIF, thus reducing the chance of noise in the FRFs contaminating the curve fitting process.  

Following this, the FRF matrix must be defined by an algebraic expression such that 

curve fitting of the experimental data can be done in a least squares manner and terms in this 

expression can be determined. As has been mentioned previously, the parameters extracted from 

modal testing include the natural frequencies, damping values and mode shapes.  MEScope uses a 

particular mathematical process where the FRFs are expressed algebraically using the Rational 

Fraction Polynomial (RFP) and the Partial Fraction Expansion (PFE) expressions shown in the 

following equations.   

 

[𝐻(𝜔)] = ∑
[𝐴(𝑟)]

𝑗𝜔−𝑝(𝑟)
+

[𝐴∗(𝑟)]

𝑗𝜔−𝑝∗(𝑟)
𝑟 # 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑟=1     (4.8) 

 

𝑝(𝑟) = −𝜎(𝑟) + 𝑗𝜔(𝑟)         (4.9) 
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𝐻(𝜔) =
∑ 𝑏𝑘(𝑗𝜔)𝑘𝑁

𝑘=0

∑ 𝑎𝑘(𝑗𝜔)𝑘2∗#𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑘=0

         (4.10) 

 

[𝐻(𝜔)] is the FRF matrix of size d x d , given mode 𝑟, [𝐴(𝑟)] is the residue matrix of size d x d 

, 𝜔 is the frequency, * complex conjugate, 𝑝(𝑟) is the pole, 𝜎(𝑟) is the damping decay constant, 

𝜔(𝑟) is the damped natural frequency, d is the number of DOF points, 𝑏𝑘 and 𝑎𝑘 are the 

polynomial coefficients of the numerator and denominator respectively (Vibrant Technology 

2015) (Schwarz and Richardson 1999).The equation for residue 𝐴(𝑟) is given by equation 2.26 in 

Chapter 2. The natural frequency and damping value for a particular mode r can be extracted 

from the pole as is shown in equation 4.9. The denominator polynomial of equation 4.10 gives the 

characteristic equation and solving the roots of this equation will also provide the damping and 

natural frequency values (Vibrant Technology 2015) (Schwarz and Richardson 1999). During the 

modal parameter extraction process, these values are solved for first and then the residues are 

calculated afterwards in a separate curve fitting step. This signifies that the denominator of 

equation 4.10 is solved followed by solving for the numerator polynomial using a separate curve 

fitting step, after which the expression is transformed to the PFE form shown in equation 4.8 

where the residues can be easily extracted (Vibrant Technology 2015). Additional terms may be 

added by the user to the numerator of equation 4.10 in order to ensure that the curve fitter takes 

into account modes located outside the bandwidth of analysis that can affect the extracted modal 

parameters (Vibrant Technology 2015). 

Ideally, all FRF measurements should overlap without discrepancies since the natural 

frequency and damping values are known as “global parameters” of the system (Vibrant 

Technology 2015). Regardless of the chosen FRF, each mode should have a unique natural 

frequency and damping value. Change in these parameters can be a result of variations in the test 

set-up or environment between measurements. There are therefore two curve fitting options for 

determining the poles from the FRFs; global and local polynomial methods. In global polynomial 
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curve fitting, a MDOF curve fit is conducted using all selected FRFs and a total estimate of each 

pole is made for each of the modes present. Conversely in local polynomial curve fitting, each 

individual FRF is curve fit separately and therefore pole estimates are calculated for each mode 

on a per FRF basis. Global polynomial curve fitting was the primary choice used in the analysis 

conducted herein for extracting the natural frequencies and damping values as FRF measurements 

and resonance peaks showed adequate overlap for all the components. No changes in the dynamic 

properties of the components due to mass distribution alterations or environmental effects were 

noted. Some of the higher frequency modes of the FESF were calculated using local polynomial 

curve fitting as some minor peak shifts between FRFs were noted yet the obtained natural 

frequencies were practically identical (within 0.1 Hz) to the global curve fitting results.  

Similarly, two methods can be used for determining the residues of each mode which 

include the peak and polynomial methods. As the names would suggest, the peak method is a 

SDOF based curve fitting method where each individual peak per each FRF is curve fitted while 

the polynomial method is MDOF based (Vibrant Technology 2015). The latter is better suited for 

resonance peaks that are closely coupled and was therefore selected for analysis. Although the 

entire bandwidth of interest could be curve fit at once, this spectrum was separated into individual 

bands when implementing the fit function. The separate curve fitted bands for each of the 

components is highlighted in the following chapter. This particular analysis procedure protocol 

was chosen for post-processing convenience since analyzing each band separately facilitated 

addressing any curve fitting issues.    
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4.1.5 Chapter Summary  

In summary, this chapter has provided an overview of the experimental tools, both 

hardware and software, along with the set-up procedures and methodology that were used in 

order to conduct experimental modal testing while following the best practices stated in the 

literature. An overview of the boundary condition set-up of the test components along with 

input/output configurations and measurement locations were provided. This was followed by an 

overview of the data acquisition set-up and the signal processing steps involved in the analysis. 

The importance of examining the coherence to judge the quality of a given FRF measurement 

was also expanded upon. Finally, modal parameter extraction through curve fitting was discussed. 

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide the reader with the required background 

information to allow for an easy understanding of the obtained results which are presented in the 

following chapter.  
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Chapter 5 

Results and Discussion 

This chapter provides an overview of all the modal testing results together with a 

discussion of the important trends. These results include preliminary validity checks of the 

experimental methodology and set-up, natural frequencies and mode shapes, synthesized FRFs 

and coherence plots (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). A comparison with FEA based 

computational modal analysis results is also provided (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, 

Computational Modal Analysis of a Twin-Engine Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support 

Frame 2017) (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of Stiffener Configuration on Bulkhead 

Modal Parameters 2018) (Warwick, Discussion regarding "Substructuring Verification of a Rear 

Fuselage Mounted Twin-Engine Aircraft" journal submission 2018). Results are complemented 

with a discussion and interpretation of key findings. Any raw data deemed unsuitable for this 

results chapter has been placed in Appendix section C and D for reference.  All modal data 

including the conducted validity checks and modal test scans were collected without the 

subcomponent frame segments installed on any of the components due to fabrication constraints. 

5.1 Summary of Key Assumptions  

Various assumptions must be made in order to pursue experimental modal analysis. All 

research conducted herein falls within linear modal analysis and testing. Numerous experimental 

and analytical techniques have been proposed in the literature to assist with the complexities 

which are inherent to the non-linear domain. However, while it is important to recognize the 

presence of any non-linearities and how they may affect the modal results, non-linear studies are 

beyond the scope of this research. A component that is excited experimentally will most likely 

show some level of non-linear behavior (ISO 1994). It is therefore a matter of ensuring that the 

component behaves in a sufficiently linear manner for the frequency range of interest such that 
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the linearity assumption is valid. This validation may be done by performing a series of checks on 

the modal data including reciprocity and linearity FRF comparisons (Avitabile 2017 ). The results 

of these checks are explored in the next subsection. Another assumption which derives from 

linearity is that of time invariance of the observed modal parameters (Maia, et al. 1997). In other 

words, the extracted modal characteristics should not change with respect to time and the results 

should be repeatable. This condition of repeatability is of course dependent on the fact that no 

stiffness, damping or other structural modifications which can change the dynamic behavior of 

the structure have been unwillingly applied and that the testing environment along with the 

boundary conditions remain consistent.   

 

5.2 Preliminary Validity Checks 

Before commencing modal testing of each component, a series of validity checks were 

conducted in order to verify all assumptions made and ensure that there were no issues with the 

prescribed experimental methodology and set-up. Repeatability, reciprocity and linearity checks 

were performed for each test component following recommendations found in the literature 

(Avitabile 2017 ). The driving point FRF curve patterns provided further insight into the accuracy 

of the employed testing procedure.  The following checks were conducted in accordance with 

ISO 7626-5 (namely repeatability, reciprocity and linearity) and best practice guidelines found in 

the literature (Ganpule, et al. 2002) (Atamturktur, et al. 2009) (ISO 1994) (Reynolds and Pavic 

2000). 

5.2.1 Accelerometer Mass Effects 

An often overlooked aspect of modal testing is the influence that the transducer can have 

on the response measurements. Since not only the vibrational response of the test structure is 

measured but also that of any other object(s) directly attached to the structure, the mass of the 

added accelerometer can directly affect the resulting FRFs. Due to the inversely proportional 
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relationship between mass and natural frequency, one would expect there to be a shift down in the 

observed resonance peaks.  

One method proposed in the literature for verifying the mass loading effects of the 

accelerometer is to conduct an FRF measurement with the accelerometer attached as reference 

followed by attaching a dummy mass of equal mass as the accelerometer at the same DOF point 

yet on the other side of the structure and repeating the measurement. The absence of any major 

discrepancies between the two FRF magnitudes would suggest that the mass loading of the 

accelerometer is negligible validating the data (Ashory, 2002). The mass of the PCB 352C22 

accelerometer used to conduct this validation test was 0.440 g. A dummy mass of approximately 

the same mass (0.449 g) was attached on the other side of the RESF disk at DOF point 11. Figure 

5.1 illustrates a comparison between FRF magnitudes with and without the dummy mass 

attached. The red FRF curve is from just the accelerometer attached to the structure, and the blue 

FRF curve is from the accelerometer and dummy mass. For each FRF magnitude, impact 

excitation was applied at DOF point 10 of the RESF and no window was needed for the single 

FRF measurements. A total of four impact averages were used. Overall, no notable shifts in the 

resonance peaks, either in magnitude or resonance location, were observed and correlation 

between the two sets of data was deemed acceptable. Minor variations in the magnitude of the 

anti-resonances between measurements were expected as a result of the unavoidable degree of 

variability that existed between hammer impacts. The mass of the two additional accelerometers 

used on the FESF and bulkheads were 0.491 and 0.481 grams respectively. Finally, while the 

mass of a single accelerometer was proven to be negligible in having any impact on the modal 

parameters, it was also important to consider the effects that may occur from roving a series of 

sensors around the structure. In the case of the RESF, this was not of concern since by roving the 

impact hammer instead, any unwanted mass distribution changes between tests resulting from 

moving the transducer mass around the structure were avoided.  
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For the FESF and bulkheads, a series of specially fabricated aluminum cylindrical 

dummy masses were placed at each of the DOF locations. Once again these dummy masses had a 

mass that was approximately equal to the averaged mass of the three accelerometers. These 

masses did contribute to the total weight of the test structures in question by adding 

approximately between 17 g - 22 g to the total mass depending on the component. Nevertheless, 

this mass addition was negligible compared to the total weight of each of the components (RESF 

mass: 8.18 kg, FESF mass: 8.44 kg, bulkhead 1: 7.56 kg bulkhead 2: 7.72 kg, bulkhead 3: 8.06 

kg). Furthermore, consistency was maintained between measurements as there were no changes 

in the overall mass distribution applied to each of the structures.  
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Figure 5-1 Evaluation of the mass loading effects of the attached accelerometer on the RESF 

(X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB) (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). 

 

5.2.2 Boundary Conditions 

In the previous chapter, the free-free simulated boundary conditions of the test 

components were discussed along with the relationship between the boundary conditions and the 

obtained modal parameters. In addition to any flexural modes that are present, an object that is 

fully unconstrained, in other words free floating, will have six RBMs which include rotational 

     H-11Z,-10Z - Accelerometer 

    H-11Z,-10Z -Accel.+dummy mass       
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and translational directions. The natural frequency of all the RBMs is theoretically 0 Hz (Ewins 

2000). When any sort of spring element is applied to the boundaries of a structure, the RBM 

natural frequencies tend to shift upwards towards the first set of flexural modes. This shifting will 

depend on the stiffness of the attached connections. Having the RBMs remain decoupled from the 

flexural modes is desired. According to the literature, under ideal circumstances, the largest non-

zero RBM natural frequency should have a value that is less than 10-20% of the value of the 

lowest flexural mode natural frequency (Ewins 2000). This was difficult to achieve in the modal 

tests due to the fact that the lightly damped components exhibited a high modal density with the 

first set of flexural modes occurring at low frequencies.  

As can be seen in the natural frequency results shown below (see Tables 5.1-5.5), no 

more than 2 RBMs appeared for any of the components. For the RESF, the highest RBM, in this 

case a rotational mode, was 41% of the value of the first flexural mode which occurred at 3.21 

Hz. In the case of the FESF, the highest RBM is 54% the value of the lowest flexural mode. For 

bulkheads 1 through 3, the percentage value of the highest RBM in relation to the lowest flexural 

mode is 32%, 32% and 25% respectively. This percentage separation between the RBMs and 

flexural modes serves as a guideline but is ultimately a matter of engineering judgement in 

evaluating the modes. Overall, for the majority of the components, it was easy to distinguish 

between the RBMs and lower flexural modes with no obvious visual contamination between the 

presented mode shapes. For the FESF however, the first two modes proved difficult to distinguish 

as the mode shapes were a crossover between an RBM mode and the initial flexural modes. 

Nevertheless, the following modes displayed the expected flexural (torsional or bending) 

behavior and were easily distinguishable. The RBMs therefore did not present any difficulties in 

the analysis and initial comparison between the experimental and computational FEA modes. 

It should also be noted that any significant increase in stiffness of the test system can 

result in a shift upwards of all resonance peaks including flexural modes, satisfying the 
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proportional relationship between stiffness and natural frequency (Avitabile 2017 ). Figure 5.2 

illustrates this upwards shift in resonance peaks resulting from the doubling of elastic bands for 

the boundary condition at each of the two sides of the RESF component which increased the total 

applied stiffness. For this test, the impact hammer was applied at DOF point 23 while the 

accelerometer remained at the reference DOF point 11. A force/exponential window with the 

same parameters as were used for the RESF modal test scan was applied and a total of five impact 

hits were averaged. Overall, greater shifting in resonance peaks occurred in the higher frequency 

range in comparison to the lower frequency range. The first four modes did not show any notable 

shift in natural frequencies while the two highest resonance peaks displayed a shift of 

approximately 3-4 Hz each.  
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Figure 5-2 Shift in resonance peaks observed as a result of increased stiffness of RESF 

boundary conditions (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB) (Chamberlain and Mechefske 

2017). 

By applying only one set of supporting elastic bands to either side of the test structure 

and decreasing the stiffness applied to the component, the intrusiveness of the support system was 

minimized. There was a compromise required between selecting soft enough elastic bands so as 

to not cause any notable shifts in resonance data yet sufficiently support the RESF. As stated in 

                  H-11Z,-23Z - Single elastics boundary condition 

                  H-11Z,-23Z - Doubled elastics boundary condition 

ωd 
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the previous chapter, all the tested components were supported using two elastic bands as this 

configuration provided the optimal compromise.  

5.2.3 Repeatability 

As per ISO 7626-5 recommendations, a minimum of one measurement from the data set 

was  repeated so as to check that the test system was truly time invariant and that there were no 

changes in the results due to changes in the set-up conditions (particularly boundary conditions), 

measurement equipment parameters or the test environment (ISO 1994). Repeatability 

measurements were made for each of the components. Figures 5.3-5.5 illustrate examples of 

comparisons between FRFs for the RESF, FESF and bulkhead 1. Repeatability comparison FRFs 

for bulkhead 2 and 3 can be found in Appendix section C. Since there were no notable shifts in 

resonance peaks or amplitude and the curves overlapped without any major discrepancies, the 

consistency of the data was deemed acceptable.  

  For the RESF, the accelerometer was placed at the reference DOF and repeated hammer 

impacts were conducted at DOF point 1 at various stages with both short and long time intervals 

between measurements. Figure 5.3 illustrates data taken with the hammer impacting at DOF point 

1 with approximately one day and another with one month time intervals between measurements. 

No notable changes between FRF magnitude data were found and any minor offsets in resonance 

peak frequencies where within 0.2 Hz, thus approximately within the frequency resolution of the 

measurement. For the FESF and bulkheads, a series of three FRF measurements were repeated at 

the end of each of the modal tests using the same FFT parameters and compared with the initial 

sets of measured data. Strong correlation between FRF magnitude plots was also found in the 

remaining repeatability tests thus strengthening confidence in the prescribed test methodology 

and set-up. 
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Figure 5-3 RESF: Comparison between repeated FRF magnitude plots measured in 

between a 1 day and 1 month time interval period (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

H-11Z,-1Z - Measurement from 2016-11-13 

    H-11Z,-1Z - Measurement from 2016-11-14 

H-11Z,-1Z - Measurement from 2016-12-13 
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Figure 5-4 FESF: Comparison between repeated FRF magnitude plots measured at the 

start and end of the modal test (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

     H-4Z,-7Z – Initial measurement  

  H-4Z,-7Z – Repeated measurement 
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Figure 5-5 Bulkhead 1: Comparison between repeated FRF magnitude plots measured at 

the start and end of the modal test (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     H1Y,11Y -Initial measurement  

  H1Y,11Y -Repeated measurement   
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5.2.4 Reciprocity 

Verifying Maxwell’s reciprocity theorem serves as a further validation check of the 

proposed experimental methodology herein (ISO 1994). To do so, a pair of input force and 

acceleration response DOF points were measured and then locations reversed. This was done 

using numerous DOF points across the RESF. Reciprocity measurements were made for each of 

the components. Figures 5.6-5.8 illustrate examples of a comparison between reciprocity FRFs 

for the RESF, FESF, and bulkhead 1, respectively. Reciprocity comparison FRFs for bulkhead 2 

and 3 can be found in Appendix section C. The initial FRF measurement is in red while the 

reciprocity measurement is in blue. All reciprocity measurements were conducted using the same 

FFT parameters as the initial modal test scans for each of the respective components. Due to the 

lightly damped nature of the components, it was difficult to obtain a clean impact hit visible in the 

force time domain. Any contamination of the impact hit due to multiple hits or hammer rebounds 

from the test surface can result in additional noise. Furthermore, any discrepancies due to human 

error between the input and output DOF locations on the structure which have been switched may 

cause noticeable offsets between the curves. 

For the RESF, differences in resonance peaks did not exceed 0.2 Hz except for the lowest 

peak of the data set which differed by approximately 0.5 Hz. Nevertheless this was a RBM rather 

than a flexural mode of interest. For the remaining components, minor discrepancies in peak and 

anti-resonance magnitude and location were noted. In general, all reciprocity checks showed 

satisfactory overlap of FRF curves. The theorem of reciprocity along with the supporting 

assumption of linearity could therefore be confidently applied.  
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Figure 5-6 RESF: Reciprocity check between DOFs 11 and 23 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude dB) (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     H-11Z,-23Z  -Initial measurement  

  H-23Z,-11Z -Reciprocity measurement   
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Figure 5-7 FESF: Reciprocity check between DOFs 7 and 18 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude dB). 

 

     H-18Z,-7Z  -Initial measurement  

  H-7Z,-18Z -Reciprocity measurement   
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Figure 5-8 Bulkhead 1: Reciprocity check between DOFs 11 and 13 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     H13Y,11Y   -Initial measurement  

  H11Y,13Y  -Reciprocity measurement   
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5.2.5 Linearity 

As stated by Halvorsen and Brown [18], nonlinearities in any structure may come as a 

result of joint interactions (rattling) and clearances between sub-components with the former 

responsible for nonlinear damping. The fundamental linearity check proposed in ISO 7626-5 is to 

conduct two FRF measurements at the same input and output DOF locations yet increase the 

magnitude of the second impact by a recommended factor of 10 (ISO 1994). No notable changes 

in FRF measurement, especially with regards to resonance magnitudes and frequencies, would 

suggest that the response has remained within the linear region of the structure (Reynolds and 

Pavic 2000). Due to the limitations of maintaining accuracy and consistency in the strike location 

and orientation, the impact force magnitude could not be increased by a factor of 10 yet effort 

was made to increase the force as much as possible. In the case of the RESF, the impact force was 

increased by a factor of approximately 4.68 from 5.40 N in the first impact set to 25.25 N in the 

second impact set. For the FESF, the force was increased by a factor of 5.31 from 2.85N to 15.13 

N. These values for the bulkhead components were a factor of 7.46 from 1.38 N to 10.26 N for 

bulkhead 1, factor of 8.44 from 1.36 N to 11.49 N for bulkhead 2 and factor of 6.15 from 2.29 N 

to approximately 14.05 N for bulkhead 3 respectively. Each impact set included two frequency 

averages, therefore, two low impact hits and then two high impact hits were measured. This was 

reduced from the 5 impact average used during the individual component modal scans since it 

was difficult to maintain a similar force input level (either low or high) during all these tests. 

Aside from the changes in the number of impact hit averages, the test parameters used for the 

linearity checks of each of the components were the same as those used for each of the respective 

modal scans. Figures 5.9-5.11 illustrate the linearity FRF comparisons for the RESF, FESF, and 

bulkhead 1. Linearity FRF comparisons for bulkhead 2 and 3 can be found in Appendix section 

C. 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the results for the RESF. Minor discrepancies between resonance 

peaks were noted. For example, the high magnitude peaks occurring within the 53-53.5 Hz region 
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showed a 0.4 Hz discrepancy between data sets. The peaks located within the 76.5-76.8 Hz region 

showed a smaller discrepancy of 0.2 Hz. Such discrepancies could be attributed to inconsistencies 

between measurements despite the fact that the force was not increased by a significant factor. 

For both the RESF and FESF, the higher force impact FRF curve plot (blue) did display greater 

noise, especially at higher frequencies, than the lower force impact FRF curve plot (red) which 

can be observed in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. This could potentially be due to the saturation of the 

response signal passing into the DAQ system (ISO 1994). By implementing excessive impact 

energy, modes that were not within the bandwidth of interest could have been excited thus 

contaminating the measured response resulting in noise. Offsets in the magnitude and location of 

resonance peaks and anti-resonances were present in the comparison between high and low force 

impacts for each of the three bulkheads. Nevertheless, there was significantly less noise in the 

high force impact FRF measurements (blue curves) for the bulkheads in comparison to the RESF 

and FESF tests. Overall, based on the overlap of each of the respective FRF curve sets, the 

conclusion was made that none of the components presented any major nonlinearity issues. 
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Figure 5-9 RESF: Linearity check between low (red) and high (blue) impact force FRF 

measurements (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB) (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). 

   H-11Z,-35Z - Low force impact FRF magnitude 

   H-11Z,-35Z - High force impact FRF magnitude 
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Figure 5-10 FESF: Linearity check between low (red) and high (blue) impact force FRF 

measurements (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

   H-20Z,-7Z - Low force impact FRF magnitude 

   H-20Z,-7Z - High force impact FRF magnitude 
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Figure 5-11 Bulkhead 1: Linearity check between low (red) and high (blue) impact force 

FRF measurements (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   H12Y,11Y - Low force impact FRF magnitude 

   H12Y,11Y - High force impact FRF magnitude 
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5.2.6 Driving Point FRF Measurement Check 

The FRF curve of the driving point measurement (again this is the DOF location where 

the input and output measurements are at the same point albeit on opposite sides of the 

component disk) has a unique pattern compared to the remaining FRF measurements. The input 

and output coordinates remain in phase with each other. At this particular DOF location, the 

pattern is such that every single resonance peak is followed by an anti-resonance drop with no 

minima in between resonance peaks (Ewins 2000). In the imaginary domain, this appears as all 

resonance peaks pointing in the same direction either vertically upwards or downwards. The 

mathematical explanation for this particular FRF pattern has been previously explained in 

Chapter 2. If the driving point FRF curve shows a significant discrepancy and does not follow the 

expected pattern, this may be an indication of issues with the modal data. Each of the driving 

point FRF curves were examined and are displayed below. Overall, all frequency peaks followed 

the expected pattern, yet there were some instances where peaks deviated and pointed out of 

phase and other cases where there was noise or undesirable dips. This occurred with the RESF 

where there were dips prior to sharp resonances in the higher frequency bandwidth in the regions 

around 50-52 Hz and 74-75 Hz. The FESF driving point FRF curve showed the desired pattern 

while a few peaks at around 6.07-6.09 Hz, 13.3 Hz and 51.9-52 Hz were out of phase. For 

bulkhead 2, similar to the RESF, there was a dip in proximity of a resonance peak, in this case the 

dip was at approximately 7.14 Hz, directly following the first bending mode peak at 6.77 Hz. 

These dips did not appear to be associated with any out of phase peaks and could be due to 

measurement noise or potentially the effects of nearby anti-resonances. Bulkheads 1 and 3 did not 

appear to have any noise or out of phase peaks.  

In summary, any offsets in the driving point FRF curves may have occurred for a variety 

of reasons. If there is any offset in the impact strike location (it is not directly transverse from the 

accelerometer on the opposite side of the disk for example), than the measurement may not truly 

be a driving point measurement. This can cause an offset in the expected imaginary FRF. It is 
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also possible that measurement error in the phase may cause a mode peak to point in the wrong 

direction. The linearity check can be performed on any input/output DOF pair on the structure.  

Figures 5.12-5.14 illustrate the driving point FRFs for the RESF, FESF, and bulkhead 1. 

Driving point FRFs for bulkhead 2 and 3 can be found in Appendix section C. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-12 RESF: Imaginary domain of driving point measurement FRF taken at DOF 

location 11 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-13 FESF: Imaginary domain of driving point measurement FRF taken at DOF 

location 7 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-14 Bulkhead 1: Imaginary domain of driving point measurement FRF taken at 

DOF location 11 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 

 

5.3 FRF Curves and Natural Frequencies (Eigenvalues) 

The following subsection presents the experimentally observable natural frequency data 

that was obtained for each of the individual components. Where possible an experimental mode 

description label is assigned to each eigenvalue. Each of the modes can be distinguished between 

a flexural and an RBM mode. It is the flexural modes which are of primary interest for the modal 
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analysis study. Nevertheless, RBMs do offer insight into the dynamic behavior of the components 

along with the boundary conditions and were therefore recorded. Flexural modes can then be 

divided into either bending or torsional modes. In the case where an eigenvalue is assigned a 

generic flexural label rather than a specific bending or torsional label, this signifies that the 

displacement pattern of the mode shape in question was insufficiently recognizable and could not 

be confidently identified. This can be due in part to measurement noise and in the case of higher 

frequency more complex modes, or to insufficient spatial resolution resulting from a lack of DOF 

measurement locations. Plots illustrating all measured FRF curves for each of the components are 

also shown below. These plots illustrate the high modal density of the components and also how 

the layout of resonance peaks may vary with frequency.  

 

5.3.1 FRF Curve Illustrations 

The following illustrations portray the overlapped imaginary domain FRF curves for each 

of the five studied components. As stated in the previous chapter, the bandwidth of interest for the 

RESF was from 0 Hz to 82.2 Hz with a frequency resolution of 0.183 Hz. For the FESF, the 

bandwidth of interest was from 0 Hz to 70.2 Hz with a frequency resolution of 0.156 Hz. For all 

three bulkheads, the bandwidth of interest was also from 0 Hz to 82.2 Hz with a frequency 

resolution of 0.183 Hz. For a given mode and natural frequency, resonance peaks may point up or 

down according to the phase as can be seen in Figures 5-15 – 5-19. The degree of alignment 

between the FRF curves is of primary interest.  
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Figure 5-15 Overlap of all 62 measured FRF curves from the RESF modal test scan (X axis: 

Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-16  Overlap of all 46 measured FRF curves from the FESF modal test scan (X axis: 

Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-17 Overlap of all 36 measured FRF curves from the bulkhead 1 modal test scan (X 

axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-18 Overlap of all 36 measured FRF curves from the bulkhead 2 modal test scan (X 

axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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Figure 5-19 Overlap of all 36 measured FRF curves from the bulkhead 3 modal test scan (X 

axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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5.3.2 Eigenvalue Tables 

The following tables contain all extracted damped natural frequencies for each of the 

components. All modes which have been identified with a mode description also have an 

associating mode number label. The Tables 5.1-5.5 were extracted using a selected curve-fitting 

method in ME Scope. All RESF and bulkhead 1, 2 and 3 damped natural frequencies shown 

below were extracted using the global polynomial method for the eigenvalues and polynomial 

method for the residues. For the FESF, the global polynomial and polynomial method was used 

for the eigenvalues and residues for all natural frequency values up to 52 Hz. The remaining 

natural frequencies/eigenvalues including 52 Hz and above were instead extracted using the local 

polynomial method while residues were still calculated using the polynomial method. This data 

was therefore extracted using the most suitable curve-fitting methods for the modal testing 

conducted herein as has been previously explained in the previous chapter. Section D of the 

Appendix show the extracted natural frequencies that were collected using alternative curve-

fitting methods (e.g. local polynomial if global polynomial was originally used and was the best 

suited) and have been included for completeness. Nevertheless, there was minimal variation in 

the obtained eigenvalues regardless of the curve-fitting method with many values being either 

identical or within 0.1 Hz. MAC comparison values between the residues extracted from the most 

suitable and the alternative curve-fitting methods provided further insight into the accuracy of the 

results. In many cases these MAC values were above 0.9 showing proper consistency between the 

different curve-fitted residues and mode shapes. For the bulkheads, the modes which were easily 

identifiable and matched with FEA modes generally had high MAC values between the different 

curve-fits. For bulkhead 1, there were some curve-fitting issues with the local polynomial fit for 

the eigenvalues in the upper frequency spectrum above 60 Hz which resulted in low MAC values 

yet this was not of concern as the global polynomial fit was the best suited curve-fit method for 

this component regardless.  
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Furthermore, certain recorded natural frequencies presented the same mode shape. This 

can be seen where the same mode shape description and mode number was used for more than 

one natural frequency value. This phenomenon is explored in further detail in Section 5.7.  

 

 

 

Table 5-1 RESF: All observed experimental eigenvalues along with mode shape 

descriptions. 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Translational Rigid body mode 0.243 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.32 

3 1st bending mode 3.21 

4 1st torsional mode 8.13 

5 2nd torsional mode 10.6 

6 2nd bending mode 13.9 

7 3rd torsional mode 

14.9 

16.3 

17.8 

8 3rd bending mode 24.5 

9 4th bending mode 29.9 

10 4th torsional mode 39.1 

11 5th bending mode 43.1 

12 5th torsional mode 52.4 

13 6th bending mode 59.1 

14 6th torsional mode 
75.5 

76.3 
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Table 5-2 FESF: All observed experimental eigenvalues along with mode shape 

descriptions. 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural Frequency 

(Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode/flexural mode 0.965 

2 Rigid body mode/flexural mode 3.26 

3 2nd torsional mode 6.07 

4 2nd bending mode 9.64 

5 3rd torsional mode 12.5 

6 3rd bending mode 13.3 

7 4th bending mode 19.5 

8 4th torsional mode 22.2 

9 5th torsional mode 26.4 

10 5th bending mode 34 

11 6th torsional mode 
38 

39.6 

12 7th torsional mode 40.4 

13 6th bending mode 52 

- Flexural mode 53.4 

- Flexural mode 56.1 

- Flexural mode 63.1 

- Flexural mode 68.7 

- Flexural mode 69.3 
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Table 5-3 Bulkhead 1: All observed experimental eigenvalues along with mode shape 

descriptions. 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.285 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.72 

3 1st bending mode  
5.34 

5.49 

4 1st torsional mode  8.52 

5 2nd bending mode  13.9 

6 2nd torsional mode  16.2 

7 3rd torsional mode 24.3 

8 3rd bending mode  
25.7 

27 

9 4th torsional mode  37.2 

10 4th bending mode  40.3 

11 5th torsional mode  
50.8 

53.4 

12 5th bending mode  57.9 

- Flexural mode 61.8 

- Flexural mode 64.1 

- Flexural mode 66 

- Flexural mode 67.8 

- 

Flexural-potential torsional 

mode 
71 

- Flexural mode 76.7 

- Flexural mode 77.8 

- Flexural mode 80.2 
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Table 5-4 Bulkhead 2: All observed experimental eigenvalues along with mode shape 

descriptions. 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.29 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.72 

3 1st torsional mode 5.41 

4 1st bending mode  6.77 

5 2nd torsional mode 
12.4 

13.6 

6 2nd bending mode 16.3 

7 3rd torsional mode 
23.8 

27.1 

8 Flexural mode 28.7 

- Flexural mode 39.1 

9 Flexural mode 
43.1 

43.5 

- Flexural mode 48.5 

- Flexural mode 54.1 

- Flexural mode 59.4 

- Flexural mode 60.4 

- 

Flexural - bending mode about x 

axis 
64.7 

- Flexural mode 70.1 

- Flexural mode 73.6 

- Flexural mode 78 
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Table 5-5 Bulkhead 3: All observed experimental eigenvalues along with mode shape 

descriptions. 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.231 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.74 

3 1st torsional mode 7.02 

4 1st bending mode 8.34 

5 2nd torsional mode 17.1 

6 2nd bending mode 21.1 

7 3rd torsional mode 
26.5 

28.7 

8 3rd bending mode 37.2 

9 4th torsional mode 43.6 

- Flexural mode 48.4 

10 4th bending mode 52.1 

- Flexural mode 54.5 

- Flexural mode 61.1 

- Flexural - bending mode about x axis 63.8 

- Flexural mode 67 

- Flexural mode 71.3 

- Flexural mode 78.9 

 

 

5.3.3 Comment Regarding Damping 

It should be noted that the modal parameters of interest for this testing included the 

natural frequencies and mode shapes (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) only. Artificial damping 

effects of the employed window on the measured damping values of each mode were therefore 

not of concern (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). Due to the inherently low structural damping, 

damped and undamped experimental natural frequencies were found to be equal within the 

accuracy of the measured values. Following the recommendations stated by Fladung, uncorrected 

measured damping values were to be used for subsequent residue (mode shape), modal scaling 

and FRF synthesis calculations as the analyzed FRFs originated from measurements subjected to 

windowing (Fladung, 1997).   
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5.4 Mode Shapes (Eigenvectors) 

Tables 5.6 through 5.10 below include mode shapes extracted from the modal parameters 

of each of the five components. Five mode shapes are shown for each of the components. For 

each mode shape, two images are shown illustrating the maximum relative displacements in each 

direction for better visualization. The comparison between experimental and computational FEA 

mode shapes collected by (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Computational Modal Analysis of a 

Twin-Engine Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support Frame 2017) (Warwick, Mechefske and 

Kim, Effect of Stiffener Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 2018) was done using 

video animations rather than images alone. These animations showed the full range and phase of 

the relative displacements of each of the modes which allowed for an accurate comparison of 

modes. The tables of experimental and FEA mode shape images shown herein are therefore 

included for illustrative purposes to show the mode shape displacements, provide insight into the 

similarities between mode shapes and display the comparison procedure.   

The accelerometer and the impact hammer only measured the input and output in a uni-

axial direction perpendicular to the surface of the RESF, FESF and bulkhead disks. This was the 

Z direction for the RESF/FESF and Y direction for the bulkheads. Mode shape information was 

therefore limited to this direction only. This was not an issue as the computational results 

collected by (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Computational Modal Analysis of a Twin-Engine 

Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support Frame 2017) (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of 

Stiffener Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 2018) produced displacements two orders 

of magnitude larger for these directions than for the displacements in the other directions of 

motions. Therefore, these directions were deemed the primary direction of vibration and mode 

shape displacements were sufficiently characterized to allow for comparison with the 

computational modes. Furthermore, while the edges of the yokes of the RESF appear to be fixed 

in certain modes, this is not the actual case and in reality these edges move in coordination with 
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the rest of the yoke subcomponents (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). The reasoning for this 

was the lack of measurement DOF point locations near the edges of the yokes to better define the 

displacements at these edges. This issue was avoided with the FESF by placing DOF 

measurement points near the edges of the yokes. The lateral outer edges of the bulkhead disks 

that are to the left and right of the vertical stiffeners also illustrated a similar issue where these 

edges in reality move in synchronization and with a similar magnitude of displacement as the 

nearby measured DOF points even though this may not appear in the animations. This was 

primarily observed in bending mode animations. Future testing can include measurement points 

at structural edges to further facilitate mode shape visualization. Finally, since only a limited 

number of DOF measurement locations could be measured, the remaining non-measured DOF 

points that formed the structure animation were interpolated in ME Scope to properly illustrate 

the overall displacements. The measured DOF locations sometimes had a larger magnitude of 

displacement than the interpolated points. This can result in the appearance of exaggerated 

deformations when animating the relative mode shape displacements. This derives from the 

limitations of animating experimental data along with using a finite number of measurement 

points. What is of importance is categorizing the overall mode shape form since further 

measurement points can always be added afterwards to an area of interest if need be. Finally, 

some of the measured DOF points appeared to be out of phase for certain modes. This came as a 

result of measurement error in the residues. Removing these points was not viable since they were 

properly in phase for other modes and removing them would result in insufficient modal spatial 

resolution. A scale of the magnitude of the relative displacements for each mode is shown in the 

bottom left corner of each mode shape image. 
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Table 5-6 RESF: Set of five experimentally observed mode shapes with illustrations of both 

forward and back displacements shown. 

RESF EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES 

1st BENDING MODE 3.21 HZ 

    

1st TORSIONAL MODE 8.13 HZ 

    

2nd TORSIONAL MODE 10.6 HZ 
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2nd BENDING MODE 13.9 HZ 

    

3rd TORSIONAL MODE 14.9 HZ 
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Table 5-7 FESF: Set of five experimentally observed mode shapes with illustrations of both 

forward and back displacements shown. 

FESF EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE 6.07 HZ 

  

2nd BENDING MODE 9.64 HZ 

  

5th TORSIONAL MODE 26.4 HZ 
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5th BENDING MODE 34 HZ 

  

6th TORSIONAL MODE 38 HZ 
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Table 5-8 Bulkhead 1: Set of five experimentally observed mode shapes with illustrations of 

both forward and back displacements shown. 

BULKHEAD 1 EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE 8.52 HZ 

    

2nd BENDING MODE 13.9 HZ 

    

2nd TORSIONAL MODE 16.2 HZ 
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3rd BENDING MODE 25.7 HZ 

    

4th BENDING MODE 40.3 HZ 
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Table 5-9 Bulkhead 2: Set of five experimentally observed mode shapes with illustrations of 

both forward and back displacements shown. 

BULKHEAD 2 EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE 5.41 HZ 

    

1st BENDING MODE 6.77 HZ 

    

2nd TORSIONAL MODE 12.4 HZ 
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2nd BENDING MODE 16.3 HZ 

    

3rd TORSIONAL MODE 23.8 HZ 
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Table 5-10 Bulkhead 3: Set of five experimentally observed mode shapes with illustrations 

of both forward and back displacements shown. 

BULKHEAD 3 EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE 7.02 HZ 

    

1st BENDING MODE 8.34 HZ 

    

2nd TORSIONAL MODE 17.1 HZ 
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3rd TORSIONAL MODE 26.5 HZ 

    

4th TORSIONAL MODE 43.6 HZ 
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5.5 Modal Parameter Extraction Validation 

Once again, the modal parameter extraction procedure extracts the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors from the measured FRFs through various curve-fitting steps and presents damped 

natural frequency and damping values in tables along with residue mode shape tables that can be 

animated into mode shapes. The employed curve-fitting methods were previously outlined in 

Section 5.3.2. Each of the bandwidths of interest were divided into separate bands for the curve-

fitting steps. This was done to facilitate the post-processing procedure and also allowed for any 

issues with the curve-fitting to be easily addressed (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). Certain 

bands, particularly for some of the bulkheads were noisier than others and had a high modal 

density and level of coupling. Therefore, isolating these bands and curve-fitting them separately 

was more convenient. The frequency bandwidth was split into the following curve-fitted bands 

for each of the components. 
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Table 5-11 Employed curve-fit bands for each of the components. 

Component 
Curve-fit  

Bands (Hz) 

RESF 

0-20  

20-41 

41-65   

65-82.2 

FESF 

0-30 

30-45 

45-61.1 

61.1-70.2 

Bulkhead 1 

0-20 

20-45 

45-61  

61-69 

69-82.2 

Bulkhead 2 

0-20 

20-33  

33-46 

46-57.1 

57.1-59.9 

59.9-62.1  

62.1-67  

67-82.2 

Bulkhead 3 

0-24.5 

24.5-31.5 

31.5-40.6 

40.6-47.2 

47.2-49.3 

49.3-54 

54-57.1  

57.1-62.6 

62.6-65.6  

65.6-69 

69-76.2 

76.2-82.2 

 

Effort was made to not cut into any resonance peak when establishing the curve-fit bands even 

when the peaks were closely coupled.  
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Figures 5.20-5.22 show the overlap of the synthesized FRFs that have been generated 

from the extracted modal parameters and which are compared to the original experimentally 

measured FRFs. Synthesized FRFs have been shown for the RESF, FESF and bulkhead 1 while 

the remaining plots may be found in Appendix section C. This process is in essence the reverse of 

the curve-fitting procedure where modal data is transformed back into the FRF curve format. 

Since these theoretical curves have been mathematically generated, they will not have the noise 

contamination found in the experimental FRFs and are therefore idealized. Comparing the 

synthesized and experimental FRFs is useful in validating the modal parameter extraction 

procedure. Any major discrepancies in the shape of the curves or in the location of resonances 

and anti-resonances can signal an issue with the curve-fitting process. Overall, the overlap 

between synthesizes and experimental FRFs for the components was deemed satisfactory. There 

was an offset between the synthesized and measured resonance peaks in the 50-55 Hz band for 

bulkhead 2. This was most likely due to measurement noise as the experimental resonance peaks 

were not as well defined in this region. Nevertheless this was not found to be an issue since the 

modes within this band were not compared to computational data regardless.  
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Figure 5-20 RESF: Overlap of the experimental FRF curves from the modal test scan (in 

black) and the associating synthesized FRF curves generated from the modal parameters 

(in red). 

 

 

 

 

  Synthesized FRF  

     Measured FRF  
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Figure 5-21 FESF: Overlap of the experimental FRF curves from the modal test scan (in 

black) and the associating synthesized FRF curves generated from the modal parameters 

(in red). 

 

 

  Synthesized FRF  

     Measured FRF  
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Figure 5-22 Bulkhead 1: Overlap of the experimental FRF curves from the modal test scan 

(in black) and the associating synthesized FRF curves generated from the modal 

parameters (in red). 

 

 

Coherence plots were recorded for each individual FRF measurement that was made. The 

mathematical formulation of coherence along with causes of a poor coherence value have been 

explored in previous chapters. Ultimately, the coherence provides a quality indication of the 

measurement made and can signal the presence of input/output noise and non-linearities. It was 

  Synthesized FRF  

     Measured FRF  
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also noted that poor coherence was caused from an inadequately low force input level since this 

would have a negative impact on the signal to noise ratio. Figures 5.23-5.27 illustrate examples of 

the coherence plots for each of the components. Coherence dips to 0 or almost 0 at anti-resonance 

frequencies are acceptable and are expected. Otherwise, values should ideally be between 0.9 and 

1 as was explained in Chapter 4. In many cases, this was observed yet certain measurements had 

poorer coherence than others. Certain DOF measurement locations that were harder to 

consistently hit without double impacts could result in deteriorating coherence plots. According 

to the overlap of all the coherence plots for all the measurements made, there was more noise and 

large anti-resonance dips in the 0-25 Hz spectrum region than at higher frequencies for all three 

bulkheads. This was not observed in the RESF or FESF. Both of these components had a more 

even noise distribution within the coherence plots in that looking at the overlap, there are 

numerous dips throughout the spectrum rather than a concentration within a specific band. The 

RESF and FESF presented a challenging geometry that did not always permit easy, clean impact 

hits. While the upper half of the RESF/FESF disk was generally easy to impact without double 

hits, particularly where the stiffer yokes were located, this was not always the case with the lower 

half. The lower part of the disks below the yokes which consisted of a semi-circular aluminum 

strip was very lightly damped making clean impacts with no multiple hits hard to achieve. 

Ultimately, less than ideal coherence is acceptable as long as the obtained FRF curves are 

sufficiently clear of noise to allow for the correct application of curve-fitting. Noise was therefore 

not found to be an issue herein. 
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Figure 5-23 RESF: Overlap of all 62 measured coherence plots (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude value 0 to 1). 
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Figure 5-24 FESF: Overlap of all 46 measured coherence plots (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude value 0 to 1). 
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Figure 5-25 Bulkhead 1: Overlap of all 36 measured coherence plots (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude value 0 to 1). 
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Figure 5-26 Bulkhead 2: Overlap of all 36 measured coherence plots (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude value 0 to 1). 
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Figure 5-27 Bulkhead 3: Overlap of all 36 measured coherence plots (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude value 0 to 1). 
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5.6 Comparison with Computational Results 

Numerous conclusions were drawn from the comparison of experimental data with the 

FEA based computational results. Both the comparison of natural frequencies and mode shapes 

provided insight into the correlation between the two sets of results. Natural frequency values 

were compared and a percentage difference was generated. According to the literature, what is 

considered an acceptable correlation between experimental and computational results depends on 

the application purpose for which the data is being collected. The end use of the analysis will also 

dictate the level of rigor required from the correlation (Avitabile 2017 ). Since the correlation 

presented herein serves as an initial step of comparison, a percentage difference of 10% or less 

for the eigenvalues was deemed as an acceptable target threshold. This was established in 

cooperation with the Canadian aerospace manufacturer whom is partnered with this research 

project. The percentage difference was calculated using the following equation. 

 

% 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 [(
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝐸𝐴 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
) ∗ 100 ]%        

(5.1) 

 

These values have been included in Tables 5.12-5.16 below. Regression analysis plots have also 

been presented (see Figures 5.28-5.32) to further illustrate the comparison between experimental 

and computation natural frequency data. In this case, a slope of 0.8 or above for the regression 

line was deemed acceptable. All five regression plot slopes exceeded this value.  

Initial comparison of experimental mode shapes with the FEA mode shapes was done 

visually through the careful analysis of mode shape animation videos. As has been previously 

mentioned, the complexity of the mode shapes increases with natural frequency, therefore, it was 

important to be able to compare the set of first few flexural modes as a starting point. These 

modes had an easily distinguishable mode pattern that included either bending or torsional 
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displacements. Tables 5.17-5.21 show the comparison of the experimental and computational 

modes for the first few modes for each of the components. A color spectrum indicating the 

magnitude of the relative displacements has been shown for both the computational and FEA 

modes and range from green to blue to red as the magnitude increases. This has been done to help 

emphasize the similarities between modes. Since these displacements are relative, the numerical 

value of the magnitude is not important as it can easily be scaled accordingly. Although this does 

not fall within the scope of the research presented herein, rigorous mathematical comparisons 

including pseudo-orthogonality checks amongst other checks have been completed as part of the 

correlation procedure between the experimental and computational modes and can be found in the 

literature under the work by Warwick et al. (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Computational 

Modal Analysis of a Twin-Engine Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support Frame 2017) 

(Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of Stiffener Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 

2018). The visual comparison of the modes along with the comparison of natural frequencies 

preceded these mathematical checks and were therefore an essential part of the model validation 

procedure.  

 The comparison of natural frequencies show that not all experimental values were within 

the desired 10 % of computational results. There are numerous potential causes for these 

discrepancies. A possible cause for the greater percentage difference between the experimental 

and computational results was the effect that the boundary conditions employed in the 

experimental set-up. This for example involves the physical interaction between the carabiners 

and the RESF/FESF yoke subcomponents in particular. Any resistance from the carabiners to the 

motion of the yokes may have a stiffening effect on the experimental results causing a shift 

upwards in natural frequency. This could potentially explain the shift for the RESF second 

bending mode from 6.6 Hz (FEA) to 13.9 Hz (experimental). For the FESF, the fourth bending 

and sixth torsional modes exhibited a percentage difference above 10% also due to a shift 
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upwards in natural frequency compared to FEA results. Further investigation is required to 

confirm this cause. This will require testing of different boundary condition set-ups with different 

connections between the elastic bands and the yokes of the RESF/FESF along with additional 

DOF measurement points on the yokes to improve the spatial modal resolution of these areas.  

Another potential source for discrepancies in the natural frequency values is the 

inevitable difference which exists between the components’ physical properties and how these are 

modelled in the FEA software. An example of this is the connections between subcomponents 

such as the RESF/FESF disks and yokes and the bulkheads and horizontal/vertical stiffeners. On 

the physical components, these connections were made using nuts and bolts for the RESF/FESF 

and rivets for the bulkheads. These connections are modelled as continuous and rigid connections 

in the computational analysis. In Chapter 3, a description of the stiffener connections to the 

bulkheads was provided. As previously mentioned, bulkheads 2 and 3 also have horizontal 

stiffener segments which were riveted using tabs differing from the continuous stiffeners with 

rigid connections modelled computationally. There is therefore a difference in the stiffening 

effect of the horizontal stiffeners on the component compared to what was being modelled. The 

effects of these discrepancies may not always be trivial.  

Bulkhead 1 had a total of ten experimental modes which matched the equivalent 

computational modes. This was higher than bulkheads 2 and 3. Bulkhead 2 had a total of five 

matching modes yet two additional modes highlighted in orange had very similar modal 

displacements to the FEA mode shapes. Nevertheless, they could not be matched with the same 

level of confidence as the other modes. Bulkhead 3 also had five matching modes. The reason for 

bulkhead 1 having the highest number of matching modes could be the fact that this component 

did not have any horizontal stiffeners thus avoiding the associated connection discrepancy issues. 

Some of the computational modes of bulkheads 2 and 3 also had non-symmetrical relative 

displacements across the components which made the matching process more difficult. Finally, 
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bulkheads 2 and 3 had noisier FRF curves in comparison to bulkhead 1 within the higher 

frequency spectrum which inevitably had a negative impact on the accuracy of the higher 

frequency modes. Many of these higher modes could not be defined into either torsional or 

bending modes making it difficult to match them with the FEA model. Furthermore, any 

complexities of the modes that came as a result of the added horizontal stiffeners, particularly at 

higher frequencies, may have not been adequately captured with the applied spatial resolution that 

was limited by the number of measurement DOFs. This can also limit the number of modes that 

can be matched with the computational model. In addition, certain modes have more than one 

damped natural frequency attributed to them since some resonance frequencies exhibited the 

same mode shape. This repeated mode phenomenon was observed in all five components and is 

discussed in further detail in the next subsection.  

Furthermore, there are also small details in the construction that may have caused 

discrepancies in the modal results. These include for example the mass of the eyebolts required to 

suspend the elastic bands from the bulkheads and the mass of nuts and bolts used to connect the 

yokes to the RESF/FESF disks. The cumulative mass of all the rivets used to not only connect the 

horizontal stiffeners to the connection tabs but also connecting both the horizontal and vertical 

stiffeners to the bulkhead disk were computationally neglected. Although these fasteners have a 

small mass relative to the entire component, they may have had a local effect on a particular 

mode that cannot be easily quantified. Furthermore, due to the unique geometry of the 

RESF/FESF where the yokes weigh considerably more than the disk subcomponents, there was a 

small preload applied onto the disks when the components were hanging. This resulted in the 

disks not remaining perfectly flat but having rather a slight curvature which may have resulted in 

changes to the modal parameters. The RESF and FESF were also tilted slightly forward. This can 

ultimately be linked to the boundary conditions, since if the components were truly floating free-

free in space this would not be an issue. In summary, there were inevitable discrepancies due to 
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the difference between the free-free boundary conditions that were programmed in the 

computational model and the approximated experimental free-free boundary conditions. Future 

work can include examining potentially softer spring connections and exploring more optimally 

located connection points to help mitigate the boundary condition differences between the 

computational model and the experimental set-up.  

 

 

Table 5-12 RESF: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

natural frequencies for all matching modes. 

Mode 

Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

FEA 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

% 

Difference 

Difference 

in Hz 

1 
Translational Rigid 

body mode 
0.243 - - - 

2 
Rotational rigid body 

mode 
1.32 - - - 

3 1st bending mode 3.21 3.23 0.74 0.02 

4 1st torsional mode 8.13 8.20 0.89 0.07 

5 2nd torsional mode 10.6 11.7 10.4 1.1 

6 2nd bending mode 13.9 6.6 52.2 7.3 

7 3rd torsional mode 

14.9 

15.7 

5.5 0.8 

16.3 3.6 0.6 

17.8 11.7 2.1 

8 3rd bending mode 24.5 22.9 6.6 1.6 

9 4th bending mode 29.9 28.5 4.7 1.4 

10 4th torsional mode 39.1 41.8 7.0 2.7 

11 5th bending mode 43.1 43.6 1.1 0.5 

12 5th torsional mode 52.4 48.2 8.0 4.2 

13 6th bending mode 59.1 63.9 8.2 4.8 

14 6th torsional mode 
75.5 

79.3 
5.1 3.8 

76.3 4.0 3.0 
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Table 5-13 FESF: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

natural frequencies for all matching modes. 

Mode 

Number 

Label 

Experimental 

Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

FEA 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

% 

Difference 

Difference 

in Hz 

1 
Rigid body 

mode/flexural mode 
0.965 - - - 

2 
Rigid body 

mode/flexural mode 
3.26 - - - 

3 2nd torsional mode 6.07 5.88 3.09 0.19 

4 2nd bending mode 9.64 10.32 7.02 0.68 

5 3rd torsional mode 12.5 12.0 3.8 0.5 

6 4th bending mode 19.5 14.9 23.7 4.6 

7 4th torsional mode 22.2 20.7 6.8 1.5 

8 5th torsional mode 26.4 26.9 1.8 0.5 

9 5th bending mode 34 31 9 3 

10 6th torsional mode 
38 33 13 5 

39.6 32.9 16.9 6.7 

11 7th torsional mode 40.4 41.8 3.5 1.4 

12 6th bending mode 52 51 3 1 
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Table 5-14 Bulkhead 1: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

natural frequencies for all matching modes. 

Mode 

Number 

Label 

Experimental 

Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

FEA 

Natural 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

% 

Difference 

Difference 

in Hz 

1 Rigid body mode 0.285 - - - 

2 

Rotational rigid 

body mode 1.72 - - - 

3 1st bending mode  5.49 6.01 9.50 0.52 

4 1st torsional mode  8.52 6.21 27.13 2.31 

5 2nd bending mode  13.9 15.3 9.7 1.4 

6 2nd torsional mode  16.2 14.3 11.6 1.9 

7 3rd torsional mode 24.3 25.6 5.2 1.3 

8 3rd bending mode  25.7 28.3 10.3 2.6 

9 4th torsional mode  37.2 39.7 6.6 2.5 

10 4th bending mode  40.3 45.1 11.8 4.8 

11 5th torsional mode  50.8 57.0 12.2 6.2 

12 5th bending mode  57.9 64.3 11.1 6.4 

 

 

Table 5-15 Bulkhead 2: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

natural frequencies for all matching modes. 

Mode 

Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural 

Frequency (Hz) 

FEA 

Natural 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

% 

Difference 

Difference 

in Hz 

1 Rigid body mode 0.29 - - - 

2 

Rotational rigid body 

mode 1.72 - - - 

3 1st torsional mode 5.41 6.39 18.03 0.98 

4 1st bending mode  6.77 8.27 22.11 1.50 

5 2nd torsional mode 12.4 15.5 25.0 3.1 

6 2nd bending mode 16.3 19.4 19.1 3.1 

7 3rd torsional mode 23.8 28.7 20.6 4.9 

8 Flexural mode 28.7 30.9 7.7 2.2 

9 Flexural mode 43.1 47.3 9.7 4.2 
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Table 5-16 Bulkhead 3: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

natural frequencies for all matching modes. 

Mode 

Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

FEA 

Natural 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

% 

Difference 

Difference 

in Hz 

1 Rigid body mode 0.231 - - - 

2 
Rotational rigid body 

mode 
1.74 - - - 

3 1st torsional mode 7.02 6.6 6.0 0.4 

4 1st bending mode 8.34 10.40 24.68 2.06 

5 2nd torsional mode 17.1 16.4 4.2 0.7 

7 3rd torsional mode 26.5 30.4 14.7 3.9 

9 4th torsional mode 43.6 45.2 3.6 1.6 
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Table 5-17 RESF: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

mode shapes for five sets of modes. 

MODE SHAPES COMPARISON RESF 

EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES COMPUTATIONAL (FEA) MODE SHAPES 

1st BENDING MODE-3.21 HZ 3.23 HZ 

    

1st TORSIONAL MODE-8.13 HZ 8.20 HZ 

  
 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE-10.6 HZ 11.7 HZ 
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2nd BENDING MODE-13.9 HZ 6.6 HZ 

  
 

3rd TORSIONAL MODE-14.9 HZ 15.7 HZ 
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Table 5-18 FESF: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) mode 

shapes for five sets of modes. 

MODE SHAPES COMPARISON FESF 

EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES COMPUTATIONAL (FEA) MODE SHAPES 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE-6.07 HZ 5.88 HZ 

  
 

2nd BENDING MODE-9.64 HZ 10.32 HZ 

  
 

5th TORSIONAL MODE-26.4 HZ 26.9 HZ 
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5th BENDING MODE-34 HZ 31 HZ 

  
 

6th TORSIONAL MODE-38 HZ 33 HZ 
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Table 5-19 Bulkhead 1: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

mode shapes for five sets of modes. 

MODE SHAPES COMPARISON BULKHEAD 1 

EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES COMPUTATIONAL (FEA) MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE-8.52 HZ 6.21 HZ 

  
 

2nd BENDING MODE-13.9 HZ 15.3 HZ 

  
 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE-16.2 HZ 14.3 HZ 
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3rd BENDING MODE-25.7 HZ 28.3 HZ 

  
 

4th BENDING MODE-40.3 HZ 45.1 HZ 
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Table 5-20 Bulkhead 2: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

mode shapes for five sets of modes. 

MODE SHAPES COMPARISON BULKHEAD 2 

EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES COMPUTATIONAL (FEA) MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE-5.41 HZ 6.39 HZ 

  
 

1st BENDING MODE-6.77 HZ 8.27 HZ 

  
 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE-12.4 HZ 15.5 HZ 
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2nd BENDING MODE-16.3 HZ 19.4 HZ 

  
 

3rd TORSIONAL MODE-23.8 HZ 28.7 HZ 
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Table 5-21 Bulkhead 3: Comparison between experimental and computational (FEA based) 

mode shapes for five sets of modes. 

MODE SHAPES COMPARISON BULKHEAD 3 

EXPERIMENTAL MODE SHAPES COMPUTATIONAL (FEA) MODE SHAPES 

1st TORSIONAL MODE-7.02 HZ 6.6 HZ 

  
 

1st BENDING MODE-8.34 HZ 10.40 HZ 

  
 

2nd TORSIONAL MODE-17.1 HZ 16.4 HZ 
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3rd TORSIONAL MODE-26.5 HZ 30.4 HZ 

  
 

4th TORSIONAL MODE-43.6 HZ 45.2 HZ 
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Figure 5-28 RESF: Regression analysis plot comparison between experimental and 

computational eigenvalues-SLOPE=0.93 (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Computational 

Modal Analysis of a Twin-Engine Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support Frame 2017). 
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Figure 5-29 FESF: Regression analysis plot comparison between experimental and 

computational eigenvalues-SLOPE=0.948 (Warwick, Discussion regarding "Substructuring 

Verification of a Rear Fuselage Mounted Twin-Engine Aircraft" journal submission 2018). 
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Figure 5-30 Bulkhead 1: Regression analysis plot comparison between experimental and 

computational eigenvalues-SLOPE=0.91 (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of Stiffener 

Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 2018). 
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Figure 5-31 Bulkhead 2: Regression analysis plot comparison between experimental and 

computational eigenvalues-SLOPE=0.83 (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of Stiffener 

Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 2018). 
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Figure 5-32 Bulkhead 3: Regression analysis plot comparison between experimental and 

computational eigenvalues-SLOPE=0.940 (Warwick, Discussion regarding "Substructuring 

Verification of a Rear Fuselage Mounted Twin-Engine Aircraft" journal submission 2018). 
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5.7 Data Trends Overview 

In this subsection, important trends which have been observed from the data presented 

herein are examined. The applicability of all established trends is limited to the frequency 

bandwidth of interest which has been analyzed for each of the respective components. In other 

words, modal trends which have been observed in the lower frequency spectrum cannot 

automatically be extrapolated to higher frequencies.  

The modal behavior of a given test piece under study will depend on its dynamic 

properties and is subject to change when any sort of structural modification which alters these 

properties is made. Modal behavior is also unique in that, for example, if the component under 

testing is part of a substructure, the component will not have the exact same modal behavior when 

tested individually compared to when it is coupled with other components. The comparison of the 

three bulkheads in particular, which had the same geometries except for the varying number of 

horizontal stiffeners, illustrated the changes in modal parameters and especially damped natural 

frequencies that arise due to structural additions. The effect that the added stiffeners have on the 

observed damped natural frequencies will ultimately depend on the location of the stiffeners on 

the component in relation to the location of the primary modal displacements in addition to the 

mass and stiffening effects brought on by the stiffeners. This will be further dictated by whether 

the added mass or added stiffness has a dominating effect on the modal parameters since mass 

and stiffness have opposing effects on a given damped natural frequency. A given mode which is 

not particularly modally active or may have a node region where the added stiffening element is 

installed will not be as affected by the structural modification in comparison to a mode which has 

large modal displacements in this region. Aside from the location of the added structural element 

relative to the modal displacements, the nature of these displacements can also dictate whether 

mass or stiffness have a greater effect. In experimental modal analysis, it can be difficult to 

predict which of these properties will dominate, nevertheless, the effects of these changes can be 
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quantified using a mode shape comparison with and without the structural modification and 

analyzing the shifts in resonance peaks.  

Each of the components had a set of flexural mode shapes. Those clearly distinguishable 

modes were further classified into either torsional or bending modes based on the mode shape 

displacements. Based on the mode descriptions portrayed in Tables 5.1-5.5, the order of torsional 

and bending modes varied. The modes often altered between torsional and bending displacements 

yet two consecutive torsional or bending modes also occurred. An interesting observation is that 

the first bulkhead began with a bending mode followed by a torsional mode. This differed from 

the second and third bulkhead which both initiated with a torsional mode followed by a bending 

mode. The nature of the torsional and bending modes was similar between bulkheads in that, for 

example, the second bending mode had the same shape for all bulkheads. This is not surprising 

considering the geometrical similarities between the components.  

Table 5.22 illustrates a comparison of various torsional and bending modes that were 

observed in all three bulkheads and how the damped natural frequencies of each of the modes 

changed with respect to each bulkhead. Bending modes have been highlighted in blue. For a 

given torsional or bending mode, the corresponding damped natural frequency from each of the 

bulkheads is shown in the columns with the fourth column on the right showing the difference in 

values between bulkhead 3 and bulkhead 1. In all the bending mode cases, there was an increase 

in the damped natural frequency. For the first torsional mode, there was a decrease in the damped 

natural frequency between bulkhead 3 and 1 while the remaining torsional modes showed an 

increase. Furthermore, this difference in frequency values between bulkhead 3 and 1 became 

larger as the bending modes increased. Overall, a shift in natural frequency to a higher frequency 

for a given mode resulting from the addition of further stiffeners is not counter-intuitive 

considering the proportional relationship between stiffness and natural frequency.  
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Another finding from the comparison between all three bulkheads is that the damped 

natural frequencies of the observed RBMs were similar. Only two RBMs could be extracted for 

each of the bulkheads and all bulkheads showed a semi-translational RBM between 0.2 and 0.3 

Hz and a rotational RBM in the 1.70-1.75 Hz range. In fact, bulkhead 1 and 2 had approximately 

the same RBM damped natural frequencies. This could be explained by the fact that all three 

bulkheads were suspended in an identical manner and therefore had the same boundary 

conditions along with the geometrical similarities between components. The RESF also showed a 

similar RBM behavior with a translation and rotational RBM while the RBMs of the FESF were 

not as easily distinguishable. 

With respect to the layout of the observed resonance peaks, for the RESF in particular, 

the modal density was higher in the lower frequency range in comparison to the higher spectrum 

(Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). The number of damped natural frequencies was based on the 

extracted modal parameters from the curve-fitting procedure. The lower and upper spectrum 

bands are defined by dividing the total bandwidth in half. RBMs are included in the count. In the 

first spectrum band, a total of 12 resonance peaks were present in comparison to only 5 peaks in 

the upper band. See Figures 5.15 -5.19 above for the layout of all resonances. This was not a 

significant factor for the FESF which had approximately an equal number of peaks in the lower 

and upper spectrum bands within the bandwidth of analysis (10 peaks in the lower spectrum and 9 

peaks in the upper spectrum). For all three bulkheads, the distribution of resonances was roughly 

equal between the lower and upper frequency bands as well. For bulkhead 1, a total of 12 damped 

natural frequency peaks were within the lower band including RBMs compared to 11 peaks in the 

upper band. For bulkhead 2, there were 11 resonances and 10 resonances and for bulkhead 3, 

there were a matching 9 resonances in the lower and upper frequency bands respectively.  

Figures 5.15 -5.19 show the imaginary domain distribution of all the resonances for each 

of the bulkheads. The close spacing and coupling between peaks could easily be seen in this 
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domain. Furthermore, bulkheads 2 and 3 had a noisier spectra above 50 Hz in comparison to 

bulkhead 1. Ideally, resonance peaks should be well defined meaning all FRF curves are aligned 

either pointing up or down according to the phase. Shifting FRF curves which scatter and also do 

not decay close to zero in amplitude between peaks add noise to the measurement and render 

curve-fitting more challenging. A potential explanation for the added noise in bulkheads 2 and 3 

was the presence of the horizontal stiffeners which are not installed on the first bulkhead.  The 

complexity of the mode shape will also increase with natural frequency and the higher frequency 

modes will be characterized by more local modal displacements in contrast to the lower 

frequency modes which are more global in nature. Global modal displacements refer to modes 

where larger areas of the structure move in phase with each other, albeit out of phase from other 

large areas on the same structure. The first bending or torsional modes, for example, involved a 

simple folding or twisting of the component while higher frequency modes involved numerous 

local areas bending and twisting in and out of phase of each other. Additionally, higher frequency 

modes are more vulnerable to measurement error as has been proven by Luczak et al. (Luczak, 

Vecchio, Mucchi, & Pierro, 2008) whom noted this trend when comparing the variability between 

modal results obtained using different input and output measurement techniques. With respect to 

the RESF, there were two peaks within the higher spectrum above 50 Hz that exhibited some 

notable variability and noise between measurements while the FESF had a few noisy resonance 

peaks throughout the bandwidth of analysis.  

 Figures 5.23-5.27 illustrate an overlap of the coherence plots for each of the bulkheads, 

which provides an indication of the level of noise contamination in the measurements. 

Interestingly, the 50 Hz and above spectrum band did not contain the noisiest or lowest coherence 

values across the bandwidth which was not expected considering the scatter of the bulkhead FRF 

curves in this region. It is possible that the presence of non-linearities influenced the variability 

between each of the FRF measurements and associated FRF curves. According to the ISO 7626-5 
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test standard, a poor coherence can be associated with some forms of non-linearities which leads 

to the possibility that the coherence alone will not always clearly signal the presence of non-

linearity effects (ISO 1994). Ultimately, the quality of the resulting FRF curves is what is most 

important as this will directly influence the quality of the curve-fit and resulting extracted modal 

parameters. The added horizontal stiffeners along with their non-rigid connections can cause 

rattles and non-linearity effects for bulkheads 2 and 3. This can include non-linear damping from 

the localized vibrational energy decay from the rivet connections between subcomponents.  

Another observed trend was that not all modal resonance peaks appeared in each of the 

FRF measurements (Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). This satisfies modal analysis theory. For 

certain modes, the roving DOF location was at a node for a particular mode, consequently this 

mode did not appear in the associating FRF. While effort was made to avoid it, inevitably there 

were some modes that did not appear in any of the FRFs due to the fixed reference DOF location 

being at a modal node. A good example of this was a RESF mode with a natural frequency of 

57.2 Hz. This mode appeared in the FEA analysis yet did not show in any of the experimental 

FRFs. After examining the modal displacement of this particular mode, the reasoning for the lack 

of appearance in the experimental data was apparent. This mode in particular had modal 

displacements only in the lower part of the RESF disk, located below the yokes. The majority of 

the DOF measurement locations, including the fixed driving point reference, were located in a 

large node region encompassing the entire upper half of the RESF. The validation process 

between the experimental and computational results was focused on matching modes and 

eigenvalues. Nevertheless, as this example has shown, having modes that did not match since 

they did not appear in the experimental data was another form of validation. Furthermore, if 

either of the input or output DOFs for a given FRF were in a modally strong or weak region for a 

given mode, one would expect the magnitude of the resonance peak to be either large or small. 
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Variability in the magnitude of the resonance peaks between FRFs was observed as expected and 

did not cause any curve-fitting issues.  

A further trend that was observed in all of the components that were analyzed concerned 

repeated mode shapes. This involved multiple resonance peaks, each having their own damped 

natural frequency appear in the extracted modal parameters, yet also having matching mode 

shapes. Ideally each distinctive peak should have a distinctive mode. For the RESF, modes at 

damped natural frequencies 14.9 Hz, 16.3 Hz and 17.8 Hz all displayed similar mode shapes 

resembling the third torsional mode. All three damped natural frequency values lie within 3 Hz of 

each other. A similar finding was noted with the two highest resonances occurring at 75.5 Hz and 

76.3 Hz, both of which had similar mode shapes resembling the sixth torsional mode 

(Chamberlain and Mechefske 2017). For the FESF, this phenomenon occurred at 38 Hz and 39.6 

Hz with both resonance peaks belonging to the sixth torsional mode.  For bulkhead 1, the first 

bending mode (5.34 and 5.49 Hz), third bending mode (25.7 and 27.0 Hz) and fifth torsional 

mode (50.8 and 53.4 Hz) all correlated with two resonance peaks with two damped natural 

frequencies.  This occurred again in bulkhead 2 with the second torsional mode (12.4 and 13.6 

Hz), the third torsional mode (23.8 and 27.1 Hz) and a higher flexural mode (43.1 and 43.5 Hz). 

Finally this occurred at one instance in bulkhead 3 with the third torsional mode once again (26.5 

and 28.7 Hz).  

The pairing modes were compared visually and MAC calculations were conducted to 

confirm the similarities between the modes. The level of similarity along with the MAC values 

did vary. For the RESF and FESF experimental versus computational natural frequency 

comparisons, all two or three matching mode frequency values were compared with the 

computational values. However, for the bulkheads, only one damped natural frequency value was 

chosen out of the matching modes for comparison with the computational data. This was deemed 

as a more suitable approach that facilitated subsequent analysis. The selection of which damped 
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natural frequency to choose was based off which of the matching mode resonance peaks had the 

strongest resonance magnitude. In most cases, this was the first of the two resonance peaks. The 

MAC value between the global and local polynomial curve-fitted natural frequencies for each of 

the repeated modes was also taken into consideration. The cause behind this unique trend of 

multiple resonance peaks with matching modes remained unclear. Minor non-linearities that are 

inherent to the individual components and the rivet/bolt connections that were required are a 

potential culprit. It is possible that non-linearities were induced by rattling between the 

connections. If the connection between two subcomponents is insufficiently rigid or if there were 

large enough gaps in between rivets, there would be the possibility of the subcomponents striking 

each other when excited causing secondary vibrations, albeit at a small scale. These secondary 

vibrations could have re-excited the same modes that were already excited by the original 

vibration source thus causing these modes to appear more than once. Further investigation is 

required to confirm this theory as there is limited literature with an emphasized focus on the 

effects of rivet and bolt joints on modal parameters. The employed signal processing procedure 

may have also had an influence on these findings. Future research that will involve the study of 

more complex subassemblies along with the implementation of different excitation techniques 

will provide further insight into this phenomenon.  

Further trend information based on the FEA analysis and computational modifications 

performed on the components may be found in the work conducted by Warwick et al. found in 

the literature (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Computational Modal Analysis of a Twin-Engine 

Rear Fuselage Mounted Aircraft Support Frame 2017) (Warwick, Mechefske and Kim, Effect of 

Stiffener Configuration on Bulkhead Modal Parameters 2018). The primary reason why the 

vibrational behavior trends of these five components in particular were of such great interest is 

because each of these components compose an important part of the vibrational transmission path 

from the excitation source to the interior aircraft cabin causing cabin noise. The bulkhead 
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component provides a direct transmission path that is easily able to excite the vibro-acoustic 

environment in the passenger cabin thus increasing the interior noise. This component was 

therefore of special interest for studying different modification configurations through the use of 

stiffeners. The RESF and FESF are in close proximity to the engine vibration source since the 

yokes are in contact with the engines along with the box pylons. In summary, the trend 

information that was gathered for these components serves as an important reference for future 

modal testing now that a better understanding of the modal behavior has been achieved. 

 

Table 5-22 Trends overview comparison of eigenvalues for bulkhead 1, 2 and 3. 

Mode Number 

Mode Description 

Damped Natural Frequency (Hz) 

BLK 1 BLK 2 BLK 3 
Bulkhead 

1 
Bulkhead 

2 
Bulkhead 

3 
Bulkhead 

3-1 

2 2 2 
Rotational rigid body 

mode 1.72 1.72 1.74 0.02 

3 4 4 First Bending Mode 5.49 6.77 8.34 2.85 

4 3 3 First Torsional Mode 8.52 5.41 7.02 -1.5 

5 6 6 Second Bending Mode 13.9 16.3 21.1 7.2 

6 5 5 Second Torsional Mode 16.2 12.4 17.1 0.9 

8 - 8 Third Bending Mode 25.7 - 37.2 11.5 

7 7 7 Third Torsional Mode 24.3 23.8 26.5 2.2 

10 - 10 Fourth Bending Mode 40.3 - 52.1 11.8 

9 - 9 Fourth Torsional Mode 37.2 - 43.6 6.4 

12 - - Fifth Bending Mode 57.9 - -   

11 - - Fifth Torsional Mode 50.8 - -   
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5.8 Error Analysis 

As with any experimental procedure, there is always a certain level of error that must be 

taken into consideration when conducting modal analysis. Each step of the process used to obtain 

the final modal results can have an associated set of error sources. Initially, there is a level of 

error associated with the experimental procedure and test set-up process. Luczak et al. identified 

in their work that the experimental testing set-up along with the environment under which the test 

is conducted and the properties of the object itself which is under test can all affect the accuracy 

of the obtained modal results (Luczak, Vecchio, Mucchi, & Pierro, 2008) Furthermore, the 

authors divided the test set-up into three further categories which included the boundary 

conditions, excitation measurement and response measurement techniques.  

How changes in the boundary conditions and the mass load effects of the transducers can 

induce error in the results has been explored in this chapter and in previous chapters. The validity 

checks were conducted in order to ensure that these error sources in particular were not of 

concern. With respect to the excitation input, since this was a manually inputted force, there was 

inevitably minor random error associated with the location and orientation of the impact hammer 

tip with respect to the test structure. Averaging the impacts helped mitigate this yet nevertheless it 

is a factor that must be taken into consideration. Error sources from the test environment are not 

always easy to identify. It was important during modal scans to eliminate any external vibration 

sources which could contaminate the measurements. The physical properties of the object under 

test must also remain unchanged. The previously discussed repeatability checks served to 

quantify as best possible from an FRF curve standpoint, the effects of the test environment on the 

modal results. According to Luczak et al., discrepancies in the physical properties of the 

structure(s) under test can cause issues especially when comparing modal test results from two 

separate structures that are copies of one another and are supposed to match (Luczak, Vecchio, 
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Mucchi, & Pierro, 2008).  This is also applicable for a comparison between a test object and the 

associating computational model which ideally should have the same properties. Differences 

between the test components and the FEA computational models have been explored when 

comparing the two sets of results. Both limitations in the manufacturing processes used to 

construct the test components along with computational limitations will dictate the level of this 

discrepancy.  

Furthermore, there is also error attributed to the data acquisition and processing of the 

measured data. The measured analog data must be digitized and windows and filters must be 

applied to minimize the effects of leakage and aliasing. A specific frequency resolution must be 

chosen along with other FFT parameters which dictate how the digitized data will be represented 

in the frequency domain. Different auto and cross power spectra calculations are performed along 

with averaging in order to output the final FRF curves which represent the data. These 

transformational steps of the raw data each have the potential of introducing error which may 

skew the results.   

Once the experimental FRF curves have been obtained, the next step in the extraction of 

modal parameters is to perform a curve-fitting on the experimental data. The curve-fit in itself is a 

mathematical approximation of the experimental data and is therefore open to error as well. 

Choosing the most appropriate curve-fitting technique (e.g. local or global polynomial or peak) 

based on how well the FRF curves overlap and the level of coupling between modal peaks can 

help to mitigate any error. Nevertheless, there is always noise along with out of band modes 

which can influence the curve-fit. In summary, despite the best efforts of the user in choosing the 

most optimal settings and using all available features that the software provides to achieve 

accurate results, curve-fitting similar to any mathematical model, will have limitations.  

Generating synthesized FRFs from the extracted modal parameters after the curve-fitting 

procedure is complete is a useful method in trying to quantify the error associated with the modal 
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parameter extraction process.  It is essentially working backwards as FRFs are synthesized from a 

table of modal parameters which have been calculated from the curve-fitting step. These 

synthesized FRFs can then be overlaid with the original experimentally measured FRFs for 

correlation. This has been shown above in Section 5.5. While the employed modal analysis 

software does not provide numerical uncertainty values for the obtained eigenvalues, the 

generated synthesized FRF curves provide an indication of the accuracy of each of the calculated 

natural frequencies with respect to the measured resonance peaks.  

In summary, there are numerous sources of error involved in the process of obtaining 

modal parameters from a set of experimental data. In addition to this, there are discrepancies 

which arise when comparing these results to a computational model. Developing algorithms to 

better quantify error propagation throughout the modal parameter extraction process has been the 

subject of various research found in the literature (Peeters, et al. 2014). Nevertheless, error is 

often hard to quantify in the form of specific numerical uncertainty values due to the complex 

process involved from going from raw modal data to finalized results. Synthesized FRFs offer a 

useful measure of the uncertainty associated with the obtained eigenvalues. It is also common in 

the literature to show the difference, either in percentage or numerical form, between the 

experimentally and computationally obtained eigenvalues. This has been included in the result 

tables shown above. While these difference values quantify the correlation between the 

experimental and computational data rather than error, they can provide an indication of the level 

of uncertainty associated with each of the data sets. Following modal testing best practices and 

being aware of sources of error helps mitigate the level of uncertainty in the results.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Research Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

Aircraft interior cabin noise and vibration play a role in the overall comfort of passengers 

and crew during flight. This is of major importance in business aircraft engineering design which 

emphasizes comfort as it is one of the primary selling points in the commercial aircraft market. 

One of the main sources of interior cabin noise in jet aircraft is engine noise and vibration which 

can follow a structure-borne transmission path. Structure-borne noise and vibration is particularly 

an issue in rear engine mounted aircraft where the engines are located in close proximity to the 

cabin and fuselage structure. One of Canada’s leading aerospace manufacturers, whom is 

partnered with this project, has a keen interest in improving the understanding of the vibrational 

behavior of typical business jets. The work described in this thesis is focused on a rear-mounted, 

twin-engine, tail-section fuselage structure. This interest lies within the greater context of 

reducing aircraft cabin noise and vibration as the primary motivation.  

Experimental modal analysis and testing is a widely used tool that is employed in order to 

understand the vibrational behavior of a given structure. This includes studying how a structure is 

excited from vibrations which propagate from an externally applied source. This thesis has 

focused on the application of experimental modal analysis to obtain modal parameter data which 

was then compared to computational results, ultimately serving as a verification of the FEA based 

computational analysis. Modal testing was conducted on individual components that are part of a 

half-scale model twin-engine rear-mounted aircraft fuselage tail section mock-up. The design of 

this mock-up is based on an actual rear engine mounted business aircraft and therefore serves as a 
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test bed for vibrational tail section behavior studies as desired by the partnering company. Modal 

testing of the individual mock-up components forms the foundation of this research project. 

Verification of the computational model was done at a component level prior to modelling any 

sub-assemblies and the final assembly which are more complex in nature as they involve coupling 

along with other potential non-linear effects. This step-by-step approach has been applied in the 

literature under similar aerospace applications (Buehrle, et al. 2001). 

In conclusion, numerous steps in this research project were accomplished. First and 

foremost, the design and manufacturing section forms an important part of the project. All design 

work was conducted in-house while manufacturing was completed in-house or was outsourced to 

local suppliers. Design work of the full rear fuselage assembly along with all required 

components was finalized and numerous components were fabricated. After in depth study of the 

literature, an experimental modal testing methodology and procedure was established which 

follows industry best practices. Validation of the experimental procedure was accomplished 

through numerous validity checks. These included boundary condition effects, accelerometer 

mass effects, repeatability, reciprocity and linearity analysis focusing on FRF data comparisons. 

These studies all showed satisfactory results and ensured that the assumptions made were indeed 

suitable for the scope of testing that was conducted. Modal parameters including the eigenvalues 

(damped natural frequencies) and eigenvectors (mode shapes) were obtained for five key 

components of the assembly including the RESF, FESF and three design configurations of the 

front bulkhead. Numerous trends were established based on this data, with a particular emphasis 

on the three bulkheads, each with different stiffener configurations. The effect of the added 

horizontal stiffeners on the modal parameters depends on numerous factors including the location 

of the stiffeners with respect to the primary modal displacements along with the overall 

dominating mass or stiffening effects of the structural addition.  
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Furthermore, there were similarities and differences in the nature and order of the mode 

shapes between bulkheads. Damped natural frequencies of observed torsional and bending modes 

along with RBMs were compared between bulkheads. The modal density and layout of resonance 

peaks was also analyzed with the RESF showing a higher modal density in the lower frequencies 

of the response spectrum while the remaining components had a more equal distribution of 

resonances within the bandwidth of interest. All measured FRF curves were overlapped along 

with coherence plots which gave trend information on where the results were most susceptible to 

measurement noise and contamination. Certain modal theory principles were also observed in the 

data including the concept of modal nodes where specific modes that are modally inactive at the 

reference or roving DOF locations will not show up in some or all FRF data. An additional trend 

of interest was the appearance of multiple resonance peaks each with a distinctive damped natural 

frequency value yet with similar mode shapes. This was observed in all the components.  

Further validation of the modal parameter extraction process was conducted through the 

analysis and comparison of synthesized FRFs generated by the modal results. This was 

complemented by an analysis of the coherence plots which ensured that quality modal data was 

recorded without poor signal/noise ratio or major non-linearity effects.  

This was followed by a comparison of eigenvalues and mode shapes with the 

computational results. A percentage difference of 10% or less was established as a suitable target 

for the level of difference between the experimental and computational natural frequencies. Many 

of the observed experimental natural frequencies were within this discrepancy threshold. 

Furthermore, all regression analysis plots for all the tested components showed a slope greater 

than the target value of 0.80. Mode shapes were compared through careful study of the modal 

displacements. Differences between the experimental and computational results were attributed to 

various factors including the differences in boundary conditions and the physical properties of the 

components relative to the computational models. The carabiners from the experimental test set-
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up for example, were a potential culprit for the frequency shifts observed between the 

computational and experimental results for certain modes. Physical differences between the actual 

components and the FEA models included bolt and rivet connections versus continuous rigid 

connections. This was of particular relevance for the attachment of the yokes on the RESF/FESF 

and the stiffeners on the bulkheads. The added mass of all the fasteners also required 

consideration. Ultimately, certain components exhibited a better correlation with the 

computational results than others.  

Finally, an error analysis which included the identification of potential error sources was 

conducted in order to better understand the limitations of the obtained data. In modal analysis, a 

qualitative approach to error analysis in often preferred due to the numerous error sources that 

can affect the various stages of data processing from data collection to modal parameter 

extraction. This can make error analysis a complex task. Nevertheless, error reduction corrections 

can be identified and implemented to help improve the overall confidence in the results.  

In conclusion, the research work conducted in this thesis has accomplished its objective 

of demonstrating that experimental modal analysis can be used to establish relevant vibrational 

trends as well as findings, and that modal testing is suitable for verifying FEA based 

computational results. 

6.2 Future Research Work 

This subsection outlines recommendations for future research work tasks which may be 

pursued by future researchers. These recommendations derive from the findings presented herein 

and serve as a guideline to ensure the successful progression of this research project. The 

following bullet points outline these recommendations: 

 Modal testing of at least two subassembly structures prior to the testing of the fully 

complete tail section mock-up. These subassemblies include: 
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o RESF extension subassembly which includes shortened stringers and attached 

skin section. 

o Secondary larger subassembly consisting of at least two separate components 

connected by stringers and skin such as the RESF and/or frame rings. 

o Purpose of subassemblies is to study the effects of coupling between components 

with respect to the modal parameters at a less complex stage in order to facilitate 

study of the finalized assembly.  

 Explore different excitation techniques including SIMO and MIMO based modal shaker 

applications particularly for the secondary subassembly and the final assembly. 

 Examine new methods for experimental error quantification and error reduction steps that 

may be incorporated into the methodology.  

 Continue investigation of trend involving repeated mode shapes with multiple 

resonances. 

o This will include examining potential non-linearities including those associated 

with the rivet and bolt connections. 

 Explore potential alternatives for the boundary conditions set-up and support 

connections.  

 Extend frequency bandwidth of analysis to higher ranges of interest. 
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Appendix A- Instrumentation Specifications 

 

A 1-PCB 352C22 accelerometer dimensions (Piezotronics, 2002). 
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A 2-PCB 086C02 impact hammer dimensions with tip information (PCB Piezotronics, 

2007). 
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A 3-PCB 086C02 impact hammer force response curves (PCB Piezotronics, 2007). 
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Appendix B- Additional Construction Photos 

 

B 1-RESF (without frame segments). 
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B 2-FESF (without frame segments). 
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B 3-Bulkhead 1 (without frame segments). 
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B 4-Bulkhead 2 (without frame segments). 
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B 5-Bulkhead 3 (without frame segments). 
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Appendix C- Additional FRF Plot Data 

 

C 1-Bulkhead 2: Comparison between repeated FRF magnitude plots measured at the start 

and end of the modal test (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

          H1Y,11Y -Initial measurement 

                          H1Y,11Y -Repeated measurement   
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C 2-Bulkhead 3: Comparison between repeated FRF magnitude plots measured at the start 

and end of the modal test (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          H7Y,11Y -Initial measurement 

                          H7Y,11Y -Repeated measurement   
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C 3-Bulkhead 2: Reciprocity check between DOFs 11 and 10 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     H10Y,11Y   -Initial measurement  

  H11Y,10Y  -Reciprocity measurement   
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C 4-Bulkhead 3: Reciprocity check between DOFs 11 and 18 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: 

Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

     H18Y,11Y   -Initial measurement  

  H11Y,18Y  -Reciprocity measurement   
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C 5-Bulkhead 2: Linearity check between low (red) and high (blue) impact force FRF 

measurements (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   H6Y,11Y - Low force impact FRF magnitude 

   H6Y,11Y - High force impact FRF magnitude 
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C 6-Bulkhead 3: Linearity check between low (red) and high (blue) impact force FRF 

measurements (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Magnitude dB). 

 

   H8Y,11Y - Low force impact FRF magnitude 

   H8Y,11Y - High force impact FRF magnitude 
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C 7-Bulkhead 2: Imaginary domain of driving point measurement FRF taken at DOF 

location 11 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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C 8-Bulkhead 3: Imaginary domain of driving point measurement FRF taken at DOF 

location 11 (X axis: Hz / Y axis: Imaginary domain <(m/s2)/N> ). 
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C 9-Bulkhead 2: Overlap of the experimental FRF curves from the modal test scan (in 

black) and the associating synthesized FRF curves generated from the modal parameters 

(in red). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Synthesized FRF  

     Measured FRF  
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C 10- Bulkhead 3: Overlap of the experimental FRF curves from the modal test scan (in 

black) and the associating synthesized FRF curves generated from the modal parameters 

(in red). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Synthesized FRF  

     Measured FRF  
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Appendix D- Additional Modal Parameter Data 

 

 

Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Translational Rigid body mode 0.178 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.33 

3 1st bending mode 3.21 

4 1st torsional mode 8.11 

5 2nd torsional mode 10.6 

6 2nd bending mode 13.9 

7 3rd torsional mode 

14.9 

16.2 

17.8 

8 3rd bending mode 24.5 

9 4th bending mode 29.9 

10 4th torsional mode 39.1 

11 5th bending mode 43.1 

12 5th torsional mode 52.4 

13 6th bending mode 59.3 

14 6th torsional mode 
75.6 

76.4 

D 1-RESF local polynomial curve fitted damped natural frequencies. 
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Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental 

Damped 

Natural Frequency 

(Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode/flexural mode 0.947 

2 Rigid body mode/flexural mode 3.26 

3 2nd torsional mode 6.06 

4 2nd bending mode 9.63 

5 3rd torsional mode 12.5 

6 3rd bending mode 13.3 

7 4th bending mode 19.5 

8 4th torsional mode 22.2 

9 5th torsional mode 26.4 

10 5th bending mode 34 

11 6th torsional mode 
38 

39.6 

12 7th torsional mode 40.4 

13 6th bending mode 52 

- Flexural mode 53.5 

- Flexural mode 56 

- Flexural mode 63.1 

- Flexural mode 68.7 

- Flexural mode 69.2 

D 2-FESF local polynomial curve fitted damped natural frequencies in blue and global 

polynomial values in red. 
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Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.346 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.7 

3 1st bending mode  
5.15 

5.46 

4 1st torsional mode  8.52 

5 2nd bending mode  13.9 

6 2nd torsional mode  16.2 

7 3rd torsional mode 24.2 

8 3rd bending mode  
25.7 

26.4 

9 4th torsional mode  37.2 

10 4th bending mode  40.3 

11 5th torsional mode  
50.6 

53.4 

12 5th bending mode  57.9 

- Flexural mode 61.5 

- Flexural mode 63.5 

- Flexural mode 66.1 

- Flexural mode 68 

- 
Flexural-potential torsional 

mode 
71 

- Flexural mode 76.4 

- Flexural mode 77.6 

- Flexural mode 79.8 

D 3-Bulkhead 1 local polynomial curve fitted damped natural frequencies. 
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Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.361 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.72 

3 1st torsional mode 5.43 

4 1st bending mode  6.76 

5 2nd torsional mode 
12.4 

13.6 

6 2nd bending mode 16.3 

7 3rd torsional mode 
23.8 

26.9 

8 Flexural mode 28.7 

- Flexural mode 39.1 

9 Flexural mode 
43 

44.1 

- Flexural mode 47.9 

- Flexural mode 54.4 

- Flexural mode 59.3 

- Flexural mode 61.6 

- 
Flexural - bending mode about x 

axis 
64.7 

- Flexural mode 70.2 

- Flexural mode 73.5 

- Flexural mode 78.4 

D 4-Bulkhead 2 local polynomial curve fitted damped natural frequencies. 
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Mode Number 

Label 

Experimental Mode 

Description 

Experimental Damped 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 

1 Rigid body mode 0.425 

2 Rotational rigid body mode 1.74 

3 1st torsional mode 7.03 

4 1st bending mode 8.33 

5 2nd torsional mode 17.1 

6 2nd bending mode 21.1 

7 3rd torsional mode 
26.4 

28.7 

8 3rd bending mode 37.2 

9 4th torsional mode 43.6 

- Flexural mode 48.2 

10 4th bending mode 52 

- Flexural mode 54.3 

- Flexural mode 61.3 

- 
Flexural - bending mode about x 

axis 
63.7 

- Flexural mode 67 

- Flexural mode 71.5 

- Flexural mode 78.9 

D 5-Bulkhead 3 local polynomial curve fitted damped natural frequencies. 
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